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Attachments

Standing Committee
(Environmental)
Item 10.1 refers

Attachment 1
Environment and Sustainability
Strategy Progress
Actions Implemented
November 2017 to February 2018

Maintain the ISO 14001 certification of the City of Belmont’s
Environmental Management System

Conduct an annual internal audit of the Environmental Management
System

Raise Councillor and staff awareness of environmental issues and
initiatives including seminars, workshops and training opportunities

Monitor and note changes to environmental legislation in a central
register, and if relevant to the City of Belmont, corresponding
changes to City procedures and communication undertaken

Undertake an annual review of the Natural Belmont section of the
Corporate Business Plan, Environment and Sustainability Strategy
and environmental policies

Provide a forum for staff to identify, share and discuss
environmental sustainability initiatives through the Environmental
Sustainability Focus Group

Implement an environmental awareness training program for new
staff, with staff in relevant roles to complete Waterwise Garden and
Irrigation, Water Auditing and Fertilise Wise training

1.a)

1.b)

1.c)

1.d)

1.e)

1.f)

1.g)

Chapter
Action
1. CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY

Ongoing Strategy Actions

•

•

My Learning - Staff Environmental Awareness training module completed by 16 staff
from November - January
Relevant staff from Parks and Environment encouraged to complete Fertilise Wise
training scheduled for May and June 2018.

Environmental Sustainability Focus Group meeting scheduled for 2 March.

Minor annual review of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy and Environment and
Sustainability Policy (Council Policy NB3) completed – Refer Item 11.1.

Review of the Declared Pests of Western Australia - under the Biosecurity and Agriculture
Management Act 2007 discussed at the Safety and Environment Advisory Team Meeting
held 7 February.

2017 Internal Audit completed November- December. Majority of suggestions for the
environment standard relate to consideration of life cycle impacts - raw materials,
manufacture, use and end of life.
• Details on Plastic Bag ban information sessions held in February uploaded to the
Councillor Portal
• Sheets printed for Councillor communications reduced by 66% in 2017 compared to
2016 (26,053 versus 77,508), due to Councillors selecting what to receive as printed
copies
This equates to 51,455 sheets or 103 reams of paper saved, officer time saved with
reduced printing/ collation and a cost saving of $6586:
 $6175 saved due to reduced printing (12c/ double sided colour A4 sheet) and
 $411 saved due to reduced paper purchased ($3.99 per ream of 500).

Officers attended:
• Business Improvement Team meeting (16 November 2017)
• Business Management Systems Manual Review Continuous Improvement Team
meetings (20 November and 18 December)
• Safety and Environment Advisory Team Meetings (6 December and 7 February).

Progress

Environment and Sustainability Strategy progress- Actions implemented November 2017 – February 2018

A3

Incorporate environmental considerations when planning major
community events

Continue to participate in the Waterwise Council Program by
reporting annually to the Water Corporation on water actions
implemented

Consider information disseminated by EMRC on research
outcomes of the Cooperative Research Centre for Water Sensitive
Cities regarding water management

Complete risk assessments for all major City projects considering
environmental risks and opportunities, as per the trial Project
Management Process Activation and Scaling Process Map
Land Use Planning and Development Control
Ensure the Environmental Planning and Public Open Space
strategies underpinning the Local Planning Scheme are given
sufficient weight in all development

1.i)

1.j)

1.k)

1.l)

Refer relevant development applications to the Environment
Section for comment, and set conditions and/or include footnotes to
minimise environmental impacts of development

Environment Section in consultation with Planning Services to
review and provide comment on environmental impacts of Major
Development Plans proposed for Perth Airport

1.n)

1.o)

1.m)

Provide information and facilities to assist staff to reduce, re-use
and recycle

1.h)

A review of food vendor Terms and Conditions was completed to expand on “Waste
Minimisation & Recycling” requirements
Drink bottle refill stations organised for KidzFest.

•

CRC for Water Sensitive Cities tools and products adoption workshop (7 November
2017)
Local Councils Q&A on the Water Sensitive Cities Index (7 February)
Perth and Peel Water @ 3.5 million local government session (20 February).

Redcliffe Train Station landscaping plans
Development at 2 Ford St, Ascot
Belmont Forum dewatering monitoring requirements.
Development Application for Matheson Road subdivision
Drainage swale design for Vantage Apartments/Edge Holdings (Lot 558 Swan River
foreshore)
60 Riversdale Rd (Edge Holdings) sediment control and clearance of Acid Sulfate
Soils condition.
Attended project briefing and review completed of the Perth Airport Exposure Draft - New
Runway Project - Major Development Plan.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Officers provided advice in relation to:

Officers from Planning Services and Environment attended a WALGA Forum/webinar on
Land Use Planning for Improved Environmental Outcomes (22 February).

Advice provided on the review of the Risk Assessment for the Faulkner Civic Precinct
Community Centre - in particular Dewatering, ASS & Soil Classification.

•
•

•

Officer attended :

Confirmation received of Waterwise Council re-endorsement for 2017/18.

•

•

Team Brief article published in November promoting National Recycling Week and the
A to Z recycling guide
BelNet Latest News articles published on Planet Ark’s recycled products directory
(December) and Items not recyclable in the yellow top bin (January).

•

A4

2.a)

Improve environmental practices of small- medium sized
enterprises through the Business Environmental Assessment
Project

Follow Department of Environment Regulation guidelines and
update City records when notification is received of sites reported or
classified under the Contaminated Sites Act 2003 (WA)
2. COMMUNITY AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT AND BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

1.p)

•

•

•
•
•
•

Total for November = 19
Total for December - January (Officer on leave for 3 weeks) =22
Total for February = 22
Proactive inspections of the stormwater network are being undertaken, which led to
discovery of a major discharge issue. This is under investigation with Environmental
Health
The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation/ Biodiversity Conservation
and Attractions Light Industry Program was recently recognised with two awards:
o For “Achievement in Building the Regulatory Craft”, awarded by the Australian
Environmental Law Enforcement and Regulators Network; and
o For “Excellence in Education”, awarded by Stormwater WA.
Officer provided advice to Planning Services in relation to the following:
o 1 Ballantyne Road, Kewdale
o 10 Bradford St (change of use to light industry)
o 159 McDowell St (manufacturing & noxious industry)
o 172 Kewdale Road (change of use to rental car facility)
o 17-21 Camden St (panel beaters)
o 194 Campbell St, Belmont
o 2 Ballantyne Rd, Kewdale
o 24 Redcliffe Road, Redcliffe
o 26 Miles Road
o 472 Great Eastern Highway (Services station development)
o 5 Baldwin St (manufacturing)
o 5 Casella Place
o 5 Kingscote St, Kewdale
o 5-11 Casella Place
o 527-529 Abernethy Rd, Kewdale
o 634 Casella Place
o 6-8 Ferguson St Kewdale
o 6-8 Noble St
o 7 Reggio Rd (mechanical workshop)
o 77 Belmont Ave
o Draft Service Station policy.

Process Map ‘Notification Received on Contaminated Sites’ updated and Team Brief
article published in January.
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Provide regular updates in the City’s newsletters; Belmont Business
Talk and Belmont Bulletin to promote environmental and
sustainability programmes, initiatives, activities and events

2.d)

Progress the objectives and key actions of the Urban Forest
Strategy and Canopy Plan

Minimise occurrence and severity of algal bloom outbreaks in major
water bodies by reducing nutrient availability and nutrient inputs,
ensuring aerators are operational and increasing opportunity for
natural nutrient uptake or absorption

3.a)

3.b)

3. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND BIODIVERSITY

Develop and upgrade environmental education material aimed at
the community including fact sheets and the City of Belmont
website

Organise environmental events/ activities including for schools and
community groups to promote values of the natural environment
and increase volunteer involvement in natural areas

2.c)

2.e)

Continue partnerships with SERCUL, Perth Airport and
environmental volunteers, including ongoing attendance at relevant
meetings

2.b)

Two Soil Zyme applications completed at Tomato Lake and Smythe Lake and one
application at Centenary Park Lake and Freshwater Lake
Two toxic species of blue-green algae were identified in Tomato Lake in February.

•
•

‘Protect our Trees’ and ‘Trees Take the Heat out of Summer’ articles published in
November edition of the Belmont Bulletin.

Waste Minimisation and Recycling page on the City of Belmont website updated
Algae and Aquatic Plant Information Sheet revised and published on the City’s
website in February.

Article on outcomes of Garvey Park Section 2 community consultation published in the
November 2017 edition of the Belmont Bulletin
Email distributed in December seeking input on development of the Sustainable
Transport Plan, 2018 events calendar and promoting Planet Ark’s 12 Dos of
Christmas
February edition of the Belmont Bulletin included articles on International Day for
Forests, World Water Day and Earth Hour
Flyers for the Dept Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions’ Clean Our Rivers week
(29 January- 4 February) placed at front counter
Registered City of Belmont as a supporting Council for Clean Up Australia Day
(Sunday 4 March).

City facilitated a “Your Garden with Josh Byrne” event 1 November 2017.
94 community members in attendance
Native Bee Morning Tea (talk by Kit Prendergast) held 25 November 2017 with
23 attendees
2018 Parks & Environment Calendar updated and uploaded on the website and
distributed to email list in February
DIY recycled newspaper Plant Pot activity held at KidzFest on 18 February.

Officers attended the Perth Airport Bird & Animal Hazard Management Advisory
Committee meeting (6 December) and Perth Airport Consultative Environment and
Sustainability Group meeting (7 December)
The City hosted South East Regional Centre for Urban Landcare meeting
(8 February).

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Respond to water quality issues such as unauthorised discharges,
disposal of liquid waste and erosion/sedimentation, utilising the
Dust and Liquid Waste Local Law 2007, Environmental Protection
(Unauthorised Discharges) Regulations 2004, Litter Act 1979, and
Health Local Law 2002

Manage environmental risks associated with City operations in
RMSS

Ensure adequate Erosion and Sediment Control and assessment of
Acid Sulfate Soils risk is undertaken for City construction works

4.b)

4.c)

4.d)

4. PREVENTION OF POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
Ensure environmental incidents arising from City operations are
4.a)
reported and (if warranted), investigated

Undertake an annual foreshore condition assessment to determine
progression of erosion and identify priority areas for future
stabilisation and environmental restoration activities

Implement revegetation and foreshore restoration activities to
protect, enhance and expand existing natural areas

3.d)

3.e)

Implement management actions for natural areas, as per the
Environmental Maintenance Plan, schedules and reserve
management plans

3.c)

30 October 2017: spill of diff oil from front end loader
November 2017: Faulkner Park shed herbicide spill (not reported)
December - February: nil reported.

Minor land slip identified on the foreshore below Bilya Kard Boodja and natural spring
near Sandringham jetty
Site visit undertaken February for annual foreshore condition assessment, results
being compiled.

Section 2 foreshore sedge planting 3 November 2017 - 150 strips planted
Ascot Quays foreshore sedge planting 17 November 2017 - 100 strips planted
Installed Geosynthetic Sand Containers (GSCs) on the foreshore at Garvey Park
Section 2 on 25 January 2018 to prevent further erosion and fill in a hazardous hole.
The GSCs replaced an existing log brushing structure that was beginning to fail.

EMRC’s steam wand machine hired in January to treat the inner lake perimeters at
Norlin Park and Willow Lake Park
Dieback footwash station installed at Signal Hill 1 November 2017
Guardrail install for Ascot project - completed 28 November 2017
Nesting boxes around the City were inspected in early December 17. Three boxes
had evidence of bird activity in them, including two with (suspected duck) eggs and a
Pink and Grey galah nest. Four boxes had bee activity
Rabbit trapping completed on residential streets (O’Mara Pl, Belmont Ave and
Downsborough Ave, Kewdale) in December, with several domestic rabbits captured
40 chickens dumped at Signal Hill in December were captured and rehomed.

Foamed Bitumen Stabilisation
Supply, installation and maintenance of pumps and bores
Tree maintenance and removal.
Request for Quotation distributed for Acid Sulfate Soils Investigation, Dewatering Risk
Assessment and Management Plan, for Drainage Works – 23 – 27 Paulett Way.

•
•
•

Input provided to environmental risk assessments for the following tenders:

One infringement issued for a breach of the Environmental Protection (Unauthorised
Discharges) Regulations that occurred in late January.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
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Hold regular meetings of Groundwater Use Strategic and
Operational Teams to manage the use of the City’s groundwater
resources, utilising the Groundwater Use Management (GUM)
Software package

Water Efficiency

Participate in the Future Proofing program being coordinated by the
EMRC

Implement the City of Belmont Local Climate Change Adaptation
Plan

6.a)

6.b)

5.d)

Conduct an annual water reinventory for scheme water
consumption in City buildings and facilities and investigate changes
in annual water use of >15% for each facility
6. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

5.c)

5.b)

5.a)

Consider the CO2 tailpipe emissions (g/km) as per the Green
Vehicle Guide when selecting replacement vehicles for the
operational and light vehicle fleet
Conduct an annual re-inventory of carbon emissions, for sites/
facilities operated by the City

As per Sampling and Analysis Plan, implement regular stormwater
monitoring of nutrient and non-nutrient contaminants with submittal
of results to the Department of Water’s Water Information Network
and quarterly summary reports to internal stakeholders
5. RESOURCE USE, WASTE AND CARBON EMISSIONS
Energy Management and Carbon

4.e)

Groundwater Use Strategic Team meetings held 20 December and 15 February
Depth to Groundwater undertaken in November for selected groundwater bores.

Submission made on WALGA’s Discussion paper – Climate Change Policy Statement
review.

Online survey completed for PhD candidate at RMIT University conducting research into
‘monitoring and evaluation’s influence on climate change adaptation decisions and
actions’.

Annual scheme water report card completed for 2016/17.

•
•

Annual emissions report card completed for 2016/17.

Vehicle fleet replacement emails are being sent to staff, to encourage selection of a
vehicle with a CO2 emissions rating lower than the City’s target (<188g CO2/ km: 2016
average).

Stormwater sampling undertaken 23 November and 10 January.
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Develop guidelines and assist and encourage
applicants for developments to establish verge
landscaping that supports environmental outcomes
and other community benefits.

Advocate for regional investigation of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development by EMRC, and consider
relevance to transition of the City‘s EMS to the ISO
14001: 2015 standard.

Transition the City’s EMS to the ISO 14001: 2015
standard, with certification achieved following 2018
external audit.

Consider the outcomes of WALGA’s review of
Sustainable Procurement in the WA Local
Government Sector, in annual review of the City of
Belmont Environmental Purchasing Policy.

Incorporate environmental sustainability initiatives
into the Structure Plan and Design Guidelines for
DA6, as outlined in the DA6 Vision Plan and
Implementation Strategy.

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Action

1.1

Action
number

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment

Manager- Planning
Services

2017/18 and
annually

2020/21

Coordinator
Environment

Manager Parks &
Environment

Responsible Officer

2017/18

2016/17- 2017/18

2017/18

Timeframe for
Implementation

New Environment and Sustainability Strategy Actions (2016 Revision)
Note: Actions listed include those with a due date of 2016/17 or 2016/17 and ongoing/ beyond

Alternative - Green Wrap: $5.59 per A4 ream
(100% recycled from Australian post consumer
waste fibre, Australian Made, FSC certified)
o

Ongoing discussions with project working group to
incorporate environmental sustainability initiatives into
Structure Plan

The cost difference for recycled paper of $1.60 per ream
(40% premium) exceeds the 15% allowed by the
Environmental Purchasing Policy for environmentally
preferable products.

Current paper - Performer: $3.99 per A4 ream
(Imported, Virgin source, PEFC endorsed,
Elemental Chlorine Free)

Review undertaken of copy paper purchased against
recommendations in WALGA Sustainable Procurement
Guide.

•

o

Officer attended the WALGA Sustainability Officers
Network Group meeting (8 December): with the topic
Embedding Sustainability across Local Government

•

Transition is underway and to be completed prior to external
audit scheduled for May 2018.

ISO Transition Working Group meetings held on 5
December and 24 January

Advocacy completed in 2016/17. Transition underway and to
be completed prior to external audit scheduled for May
2018. Inclusion of reference to the SDGs proposed in
revision of the Environment and Sustainability StrategyRefer Item 11.1.

Timeframe proposed for extension due to delay in gazettal
of local law to 2018/19

Progress
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Promote the environmental sustainability initiatives
of the DA6 Vision Plan and Implementation
Strategy to government agencies and potential
developers.

Advocate for environmental best practice and
innovation in all new buildings and the entire
precinct of DA6.

Develop updated verge guidelines that promote
establishment of Waterwise and Fertilise Wise
verges with ecological values, for release upon
gazettal of the revised City of Belmont Local Law.

Implement foreshore stabilisation works at Garvey
Park, Ascot Racecourse foreshore and other
priority sites for erosion control.

Obtain “as constructed” digital designs for
stormwater drainage upon completion of the Tonkin
Highway upgrade, and incorporate into the City’s
Intramaps system.

Undertake biological surveys (fauna
and/or macroinvertebrates) of restoration sites to
monitor changes in local ecology.

1.6

1.7

2.1

3.1

3.2

3.3

Coordinator
Environment

Manager- Design &
Assets

Subject to sourcing
of external funding

2017/18

2017/18 – 2020/21

Supervisor
Environment

Manager- Planning
Services &
Coordinator
Environment
Manager Parks &
Environment

2020/21

2017/18

Manager- Planning
Services

2020/21

Complete Magnitude of Cost received for project
implementation
Information received from Kayak Club on the proposed
geotechnical investigation for the slalom course
Damara engaged to undertake jetty feasibility
/dimensioning investigation, with final report received.

No update.

Ascot Racecourse foreshore: Riverbank mid-term report
submitted (2017/18 project complete) and new Project Plan
for 2018/19 stabilisation works developed to expend
remaining funds
Hilton Grove: Evaluation currently underway for quotes
received for development of a landscape concept design
and contract documentation for 1 Hilton Grove, Ascot
(Reserve 26219) and the adjacent road reserve.
Completed. Integration of the as-cons for the Gateway WA
project was completed mid-December, with the information
now available for use.

The Esplanade: Stabilisation works to extend the height of
the rock spalling completed in February

Garvey Park Section 3: Riverbank acquittal submitted project complete

•

•

•

Garvey Park Section 2:

Timeframe proposed for extension due to delay in gazettal
of local law to 2018/19

No update

As above
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Undertake updated flora surveys of key natural
areas to monitor changes and plan for future
restoration.

Implement recommendations of the “Assessment of
Visual Amenity Options for Compensating Basins”
report.

Progress the high priority actions of the Belmont
Foreshore Precinct Plan.

Revise the City’s Process Map for “Obtaining
Approval for Ground Disturbing Works at Aboriginal
Heritage Sites”, based on the Noongar Standard
Heritage Agreement.

Revise the City’s Process Map for “Clearing of
native vegetation” to include referrals under the
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999.

Develop an Urban Forest Policy to reinforce and
support the objectives of the City’s Urban Forest
Strategy and the Canopy Plan currently under
development.

At time of next review of Policy BB3- Streetscape
Policy, consider inclusion of reference to street tree
planting (compulsory) and investigate
establishment of a local law (head of power) to
enable financial penalties for removal or damage to
street trees.

Undertake major report on results of stormwater
monitoring of nutrient and non-nutrient
contaminants and review the Sampling and
Analysis Plan.

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

4.1

Supervisor
Environment
Manager Parks &
Environment
Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment

Manager Parks &
Environment

Manager Parks &
Environment

Environmental
Officer

2017/18

2016/17 and ongoing

2017/18

2017/18

2017/18

2017/18

2017/18

Every 2 years
(2017/18 &
2019/20)

Memorandum of Understanding executed for Rivervale
foreshore maintenance with Department of Planning,
Lands and Heritage
Received email confirmation from Department of
Planning, Lands and Heritage that they are not
supportive of a Metropolitan Region Scheme
amendment to realign the boundary of Reserve 26219
(at 1/ 3 Hilton Grove, Ascot)
Awaiting response from Planning, Lands and Heritage
on the process to vest a portion of the lots at Ascot
Waters with the City
Timeframe proposed for extension to 2020/21.

Report for the first half of the monitoring year 2016-2018 has
been generated.

Timeframe proposed for extension to 2020/21.

Action expected to be complete by 30 June 2018.

Process Map updated and Team Brief article published in
November 2017.

Advice sought from Department of Planning, Heritage and
Lands regarding process for Aboriginal consultation and
approvals. Process Map updated in February 2018.

•

•

•

•

2017 planting completed.

Volunteer recruited in February 2018. Development of field
survey methodology underway. Timeframe proposed for
extension to 2018/19.
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Actively monitor and manage energy and water
consumption of City operated facilities through use
of Planet Footprint, and review annual use in
comparison to benchmarks (per FTE / per booking
2
hour/ per m floor area).

Implement a commitment pledge/ Memorandum of
Understanding with one lessee of a City owned
building/ facility, regarding environmental
sustainability initiatives.

Utilise the “energy fund” to install solar PV systems
on City buildings, as per recommendations of the
business case developed.

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.5

Develop a Waste Minimisation Plan for the
Faulkner Civic Precinct, including the Civic Centre,
Ruth Faulkner Public Library, Functions Centre and
new Community Centre.

Achieve a 5 Star Green Star rating (Design and As
Built) for the new Faulkner Civic Precinct
Community Centre.

Develop a Nutrient Awareness Campaign for the
Ascot Stables stormwater catchment, with an aim to
improve water quality through further education,
awareness and enforcement of local laws

4.3

5.4

Review turf management activities within 50m of
wetlands (including mowing, irrigation and
application of fertiliser, wetting agents and soil
amendments), against environmental best practice.

4.2

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment

2016/17 and ongoing

2017/18

2019/20

2019/20

2016/17 and ongoing

Environmental
Officer

2017/18 and ongoing

Manager Health and
Community Safety

Manager Property &
Economic
Development

Manager
Building Services

Coordinator
Environment

Manager Building
Services
Manager Building
Services

Coordinator Property
& Economic
Development
Coordinator
Environment

Environmental
Officer Light Industry

2017/18

Received Quarter 1, 2017/18 report (July - September
2017) from Planet Footprint for electricity, gas & scheme
water consumption, with meeting held 18 January to
discuss
Subscription to Planet Footprint renewed for 12 months
expiring 31 January 2019.

No update

No update. Timeframe proposed for extension to 2020/21.

Solar PV system installed at Belmont Sports and Recreation
Centre in 2016/17
Funds for 2017/18 – 2020/21 will be assigned towards a
future solar PV system to be installed in 2020/21.

Considered complete for 2017/18 with reporting of monthly
groundwater use from the City’s bores to Belmont Tennis
Club and Belmont Sports & Recreation Club (bowling green)

•

•

A summary report on Stormwater Quality has been compiled
for 22 November 2016 to 23 November 2017 to be
presented to the Nutrient Awareness Group. Group to
discuss ongoing nutrient awareness actions.

Timeframe proposed for extension to 2018/19.

A12

6.2

6.1

Stage 3: Flood Risk and Vulnerability
Assessment, Floodplain Development Strategy
and
Stage 4: Flood Intelligence and Adaptation
Planning.

Review the Local Climate Change Adaptation
Action Plan.

•

•

Participate in the EMRC’s “Understanding and
Managing Flood Risk in Perth's Eastern Region”
project;

2018/19

2017/18

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment

No update

Draft Flood Risk Assessment and Floodplain Development
Strategy received in February and review underway.
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Standing Committee
(Environmental)
Item 10.1 refers

Attachment 2
TravelSmart Report
November 2017 to
February 2018

11.

10.

9.

Investigate the potential for a ‘Going Places’ travel
incentive initiative or similar. See
http://www.goingplaces.darebin.vic.gov.au/.

Insert TravelSmart information in new resident
starter packs.

Conduct Transperth ‘Magical Mystery’ public
transport tours for seniors, CALD and special needs
groups.

Promotion of TravelSmart options in advertising for
community events.

Update the TravelSmart information on the City of
Belmont website and improve its accessibility.

7.

8.

Conduct a Bicycle User Group (BUG) meeting bimonthly.

Develop community bicycle workshops to develop
cycling skills of women, Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse (CALD), and special needs groups.

Assist with Walk Over October activities as required
and provide TravelSmart information.

Promotion of Bike Week.

Hold a bike to work breakfast during Bike Week to
encourage commuter cycling.

Attendance at a stall during the Autumn River
Festival and Avon Descent community event days
to provide information and education to the public.

TS,
MARK

TS, PTA,
CS

TS,
MARK,
IT, EV

TS, IT

TS, CL,
SMPHU

TS, LAC,
MARK

TS, ENV,
SMPHU

TS, EV

Resp.
officer

Action now
obsolete

Ongoing

Jul 2017

As required

Ongoing

Action now
obsolete

Nov 2017,
Mar 2018

Action now
obsolete

Mar 2018

Mar 2017

Aug 2017
Apr 2018

Status

Progress

New action added in 2017 as part of revision / extension.

Action completed and presented to Standing Committee Environmental Nov 2015.
See Action 14.

TravelSmart map (updated 2016) is included in all new resident packs.

Undertook a Transperth Magical Mystery Tour with some of the City’s Disability
Reference Group members on Thursday 7 December 2017.

TravelSmart options promoted as part of the Kids Fest 2018 advertising in
February.

Most recently checked and updated website material on 5 January 2018.

BUG Group disbanded due to lack of interest in 2012.

Two Bike Maintenance sessions (basic and advanced) were held on 18 November
2017 and open to all community members.

Action completed each year 2012-2016
Heart Foundation discontinued program in 2016.

For Bike Week 2018 the City is undertaking and promoting valet bike parking and
bike checks at Harmonise Cultural Festival on 18 March, hosting a ‘Come Try
Learn’ drop in session on 17 March and the usual bike breakfast at Goodwood
Parade boat ramp on 23 March 2018.

Next bike breakfast event is scheduled as part of Bike Week on 23 March 2018.

Previously had a stall at the Avon Descent Family Fun Day on 6 August 2017.
Next event is Autumn River Festival scheduled for 8 April 2018.

Outdated / obsolete from the 2012 version of the TravelSmart Plan

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Action
Action
No.

Colour Key

Actions in the table below reflect the recently updated TravelSmart Plan 2012-2018(2017) as initially presented at the Standing Committee (Environmental) on 26 June 2017
and adopted by Council on 25 July 2017.

TRAVELSMART REPORT – Standing Committee (Environmental) November 2017 – February 2018
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Meet with schools to seek feedback, share
information and promote services available.

20.

27.

26.

Promote the Belmont Environmental Achievers
Program to local businesses.

Work with Belmont Forum to develop a TravelSmart
access plan.

Businesses proposing development of end of trip
facilities at DCG meetings to be invited to
participate in the Your Move Workplace program.

Implement the Dept. Of Transport Your Move
Workplace programs.

24.

25.

Develop the City of Belmont TravelSmart
Workplace program for external businesses.

Provide bike education to active Your Move primary
schools.

23.

22.

Promote active travel and safety incursions and
programs that are available to schools.

Offer breakfast grants for Cycle and Walk to School
Days.

19.

21.

Promote Walk Safely to School and Bike Week at
schools.

Support the Your Move Schools program in
participating primary schools.

Promote the Bike Boulevard and support local
initiates to increase its use.

Investigate partnerships with local community
groups to provide bike related services for the City.

Track the implementation success of travel reward
apps and investigate their potential in the City.

Provide a TravelSmart presence at Placemaking
Pop up events.

18.

17.

16.

15.

14.

13.

Action
Action
No.
12.
Trial a bike valet service or similar at a City event.

TS, ENV

TS, DOT,
PROP

TS, PLAN

TS, DOT

TS

TS

TS

TS

TS, DOT

TS, DOT

TS, CPM

TS, CCP

TS

TS, CPM

Resp.
officer
TS, EV
MARK,

Annually

Jun 2018

As required

Ongoing

Action now
obsolete

Annually

Where
possible

Nov 2017

Mar/May
2018

Mar/May
2018

Ongoing

Nov 2018

Jun 2018

Jun 2018

As required

Mar 2018

Status

No progress to report during this period.

Met with the Belmont Forum Facilities Coordinator on 5 January 2018 relating to
the creation of the Belmont Forum Travel Plan. Also contributed comment to the
review of this plan as part of the City’s Development Approval process.

No progress to report during this period.

Attended the ‘On Your Bike’ Your Move Workplace Forum on 28 February 2018.

Spoke at School Leaders Liaison Meeting on 19 February 2018. Explained that the
City will support trips to Constable Care facility, Bike Education via ‘Lets Ride’ bike
education provider and Cycle Safe incursion program.
City has agreed to provide a trip to the Constable Care bike education facility in
Maylands for Belmont, Rivervale, Belmay and Redcliffe Primary schools before the
end of term 2.
Department of Transport has a stand-alone ‘Your Move’ program.
See Action 24.

Spoke at School Leaders Liaison Meeting on 19 February 2018.

Have commenced offering Breakfast Grants to local primary schools for the
upcoming National Ride to school day on 23 March 2018.

Promoted upcoming National Ride to School Day (23 March 2018) at the School
Leaders Liaison Meeting on 19 February 2018.

Arranged the Your Move Schools team to present at the School Leaders Liaison
Meeting on 19 February 2018 to try and increase interest in the program.

After some delays the next phase of construction of Boulevard has commenced.

No progress to report during this period.

No progress to report during this period. Still passively tracking the Freewheeler
App being trialled in the City of Fremantle.

No progress to report during this period.

First bike valet service was held at Kids Fest on 18 February 2018. Another trial is
scheduled for the Harmonise Cultural Festival at Tomato Lake on 18 March 2018.

Progress
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Maintain, update and promote car pool register on
Belnet and in the staff lunchroom.

Investigate a TravelSmart subsidy (or similar) for
staff

33.

34.

Investigate the provision of ‘TravelSmart time’ for
staff (15 minutes less work time each day if walking,
cycling, car pooling or catching public transport to
work) as part of new Community Centre
development.

Maintenance of TravelSmart related facilities (fleet
bikes, lockers, bike shelter, and staff SmartRiders).

40.

41.

Actively participate in the Your Move Workplace
program.

Promote and participate in sustainable transport to
work days.

43.

44.

Promotion of TravelSmart facilities to staff.

Participate in the coordination of Staff Safety and
Wellbeing Month.

39.

42.

Conduct TravelSmart commute planning sessions
with all new staff.

Submit TravelSmart articles for the Team Brief.

Update and maintain TravelSmart page on Belnet.

38.

37.

36.

Annual staff travel survey to determine changes in
travel patterns.

Facilitate the Department of Transport’s online Bike
to Work Challenge.

32.

35.

Facilitate the Department of Transport’s online
Corporate Walking Challenge.

31.

Action
Action
No.
28.
Review the City’s Planning Guidance for End of Trip
Facilities.
29.
Promote the ‘Your Move Workplace’ program to
existing businesses within the City.
30.
Coordinate and implement the Active Travel - Be
Rewarded Program.

TS,

TS

TS

TS,
BUILD

TS, HR

TS,
OH&S,

TS, HR

TS

TS, IT

TS,ENV

TS,FIN,
HR

TS, IT

Ongoing

Ongoing

Quarterly

Ongoing

Jul 2018

As required

Ongoing

Ongoing

Aug 2017

Sep 2017

Jul 2018

Quarterly

Action now
obsolete

Previously promoted the National Ride to Work day in Perth CBD and hosted a
TravelSmart to Work Breakfast event on 19 October 2017.

No progress to report during this period.

Staff fleet bikes inspected and serviced in January 2018. Smartrider value top ups
also undertaken in January 2018.
Promoted as part of outlining TravelSmart the options associated with the recent
changes and reduction to parking around the Civic Precinct.

No progress to report during this period.

Staff Safety and Wellbeing Month was not held 2015, 2016 or 2017 due to
organisational changes. Does not appear to be going ahead in 2018 at this stage.

Sessions are undertaken with new staff as applicable.

Submitted an article for February 2018 Team Brief promoting multiple TravelSmart
initiatives and services available to staff. This was aligned with the commencement
of construction of the new building and subsequent parking space reduction.

Reviewed in January 2018 with Carpooling information updated.

With the recent changes and disruptions around the Civic precinct and the current
revision of the TravelSmart Plan underway the staff travel survey has been
deferred.

No progress to report during this period.

Updated the Carpool sheet on the TravelSmart noticeboard on 26 February 2018.

This challenge was discontinued in 2014.

Corporate Walking Challenge no longer exists.

Concluded the Active Travel Be Rewarded program for 2017 on 15 December
2017. 25 participants in total, 9 of which had not previously participated in the
program.

Sep – Dec
2017

TS
Action now
obsolete

No progress to report during this period.

Ongoing

TS, PED,
DOT

The review of the End of Trip Facilities guidance will be completed as part of the
Sustainable Transport Plan project currently underway.

Progress

Sep 2017

Status

TS, PLAN

Resp.
officer
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Use new Census information to better understand
the Belmont workforce and how their travel
behaviours could be influenced.

Collaborate with the City’s Health Promotion Officer
and Seniors and Disability Officer to deliver
coordinated programs.

Improve communication with the Public Transport
Authority and Transperth.

Represent the City in relevant sustainable transport
working groups.

Undertake an investigation into the feasibility of a
co-funded bus service to improve public transport
access to the City’s business and industrial areas

Update and distribute the City of Belmont Your
Move Guide.

Assist Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council with
relevant projects.
Lobby the Public Transport Authority for more bus
services to the Mixed Business Area and Kewdale
Industrial Area.

Adoption of the revised City of Belmont Bike Plan.

TSO
HR
ENV
PROP
IT
FIN
BUILD
OH&S

TravelSmart Officer
Human Resources
Coordinator Environment
Manager Property and Economic Development
Information Technology Officer
Manager Finance
Coordinator Building Operations
Coordinator Occupational Health and Safety

Responsible Officers:

54.

53.

52.

51.

50.

49.

48.

47.

46.

Action
Action
No.
45.
Create a Staff travel time guide.

TS,
PROP

TS, HCO,
SDEO

TS, PTA,
TP

TSO

TS,DOT
ENV,
PROP,
PTA

TS, DOT,
MARK

TS, DES

TS, DES

Mar 2018

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Oct 2017

Aug
2018

Action now
obsolete

Ongoing

June 2018

This project has been delayed by a few months. Expect to be complete by June
2018.

February
2018

TS

SMPHU
DES
MARK
EV
PLAN
CS
DOT

South Metro Public Health Unit
Engineering Design Surveyor
Media and Communications Officer
Events Officer
Manager Planning Services
Coordinator Community Services
Department of Transport

TravelSmart Officer undertook Remplan Census information training on 13
February 2018. This package provides the latest journey to work Census data
available for analysis.

Collaborated with the City’s Seniors and Disability Officer to host a Transperth
Magical Mystery Tour with some of the City’s Disability Reference Group members
on Thursday 7 December 2017.
Next collaboration with City’s Health Promotion officer is planned for the ‘Come Try
Learn’ bike drop in session on 17 March 2018.

No progress to report during this period.

Represented the City at the Your Move Schools Reference Group on 25 January
2018.

Previously arranged a reprint of 2000 TravelSmart Maps due to high demand.
Provided 150 maps to the Belmont Forum to distribute as part of their Travel Plan
implementation.
Previous 12 week formal assessment of BUSlink (18 Sept – 8 Dec 2017) achieved
set criteria and resulted in the continuation of the service into 2018. An additional
assessment period (5 February to 13 April 2018) has been set with increased
targets. The Belmont Forum is currently committed to support the service until end
of 17/18 FY.

As of November 2015, Transperth route 380 now services the Belmont Avenue
corridor of the Mixed Business Zone

No progress to report during this period.

The revision and combination of the Bike Plan and TravelSmart Plan is underway.
The first phase of consultation for the new Sustainable Transport Plan via Belmont
Connect on concluded on 7 January 2018. The community placed 119 comment
pins on an electronic map and filled out 36 full surveys.

Progress

Status

Resp.
officer
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LIST OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABLITY
STRATEGY 2016-2021 (2018 VERSION)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Rewording of several sections for clarification, without altering substantive content or
intent
Update to estimated resident population and median future population based on the
2016 census
Updated references to City strategies and plans, teams and amalgamated State
Government Departments to reflect current names.
Updated references to City’s ISO 14001 Environmental Management System to reflect
anticipated certification to the 2015 Standard following the May 2018 audit
Amendment to Environment and Sustainability Policy (Council Policy NB3) to reflect
requirements of the new ISO 14001: 2015 standard to consider life cycle impacts.
Specifically, inclusion of:
−
A new policy statement that the City is committed to considering life cycle
impacts and minimising single use disposable plastics
−
Procurement as one of the aspects for which environmental implications are
considered
−
Council Policy NB1 Environmental Purchasing as a Reference/ Associated
Document
Expansion of the definition of the City’s significant environmental aspects to include
those associated with commitments of the Environment and Sustainability Policy
Deletion of six actions either completed or expected to be complete by 30 June 2018,
and their inclusion under ‘Previous Achievements’ for 2017/18
Reference to procurement as an area relevant to environmental management under
the ‘Corporate Philosophy’ chapter
Inclusion of BeNews as a method of promotion in the ‘Community Awareness,
Engagement and Behaviour Change’ chapter
Amendments to background information under ‘Resource Use, Waste and Carbon
Emissions’ to reflect that a suitable Carbon sequestration planting site has not been
available post 2015.
Deletion of ongoing actions:
−
Continue with the ‘Switched On Staff’ sustainability education programme for
City of Belmont employees
−
Organise an annual ‘Carbon Plus’ staff tree planting day, with the number of
trees planted to sequester the equivalent amount of carbon generated annually
as a result of the City’s light vehicle fleet emissions
−
Participate as a member of the C21 group of Councils to lobby for increased
funding and support for management of the Swan River foreshore and water
quality
−
Continue MOU with Housing Industry Association and respond to illegal dumping
on building sites.
Inclusion of ongoing actions, currently undertaken but not previously referenced:
−
Promote observance dates such as International Day of Forests, World Water
Day, Earth Hour, World Environment Day, Plastic Free July and National
Recycling Week
−
Participate in the EMRC’s Regional Waste Education Steering Group and
promote engagement opportunities available through the City’s waste service
provider and EMRC to schools, community groups and residents
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−

•

•

•

Encourage participation in Planet Ark’s Clean Up Australia Day, Plastic Free July
and Keep Australia Beautiful’s Adopt a Spot Program
−
Encourage attendees of City events to bring their own reusable coffee cup, drink
bottle and shopping bags and consider TravelSmart options
−
Specify requirements for waste minimisation and recycling in Terms and
Conditions for food vendors at City events.
Modification to existing ongoing actions:
−
Inclusion of Plastic Free July as an environmental observance date promoted to
staff
−
Removal of the City of Belmont Environmental Achievers Program for Business
and associated recognition event. The City will instead nominate local
businesses demonstrating significant environmental achievements for
recognition through Switch your thinking’s Switched on Business program and
the EMRC’s Business Exemplar Project
−
Change to the electricity sites for which 25% renewable energy or equivalent in
“Gold standard” carbon offsets is purchased, from the top five highest consuming
sites to contestable sites
−
Inclusion of the City’s light vehicle fleet as an emissions source that will be fully
offset through purchase of “Gold Standard” carbon offsets certified under the
National Carbon Offset Standard
−
Inclusion of single use disposable plastics as a waste category monitored in the
annual audit of Civic Centre general waste.
Inclusion of following new actions:
−
1.2 At time of next review of Policy NB1 Environmental Purchasing, investigate
additional provisions to support reduction in single use disposable plastics and
make reference to consideration of the life cycle impacts of procurement
−
1.3 Contribute towards review of the City’s Local Planning Scheme, particularly
the Environmental Strategy Supporting Document and consider relevance of
inclusion of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
−
2.2 Provide information to assist local businesses and residents to adapt
following introduction of the Plastic Bag ban, and promote further reduction of
single use disposable plastics
−
2.3 Participate in EMRC’s Bush Skills 4 Youth Program
−
5.6 Consider relevance and benefits of evaluating the City against sustainability
frameworks such as the CRC for Water Sensitive Cities Index
−
5.7 Develop an Environmental Sustainability events checklist to assist City staff
when planning and delivering events on behalf of the City
−
5.8 Implement actions and submit for Gold Standard Waterwise Council
recognition
−
6.3 Consider WALGA’s revised Climate Change Policy Statement in annual
review of the Council Policy Manual.
−
6.4 Consider WALGA’s Discussion Paper on Divestment in Fossil Fuels:
Opportunities for Local Governments at time of next review of Policy BEXB 35
Investment of Funds.
Extension of timeframe for the following actions to 2018/19:
−
Develop guidelines and assist and encourage applicants for developments to
establish verge landscaping that supports environmental outcomes and other
community benefits. The action was revised to apply to all developments, rather
than exclusively unit developments
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−

•

•

•

Develop updated verge guidelines that promote establishment of Waterwise and
Fertilise Wise verges with ecological values, for release upon gazettal of the
revised City of Belmont Local Law (with change to responsible officer to Parks
Technical Officer)
−
Undertake updated flora surveys of key natural areas to monitor changes and
plan for future restoration (with deletion of consultancy costs due to use of a
volunteer to undertake surveys)
−
Review turf management activities within 50m of wetlands (including mowing,
irrigation and application of fertiliser, wetting agents and soil amendments),
against environmental best practice (with change to responsible officer to
Environmental Officer Light Industry)
−
Participate in the EMRC’s “Understanding and Managing Flood Risk in Perth's
Eastern Region” project
Extension of timeframe for the following actions to 2020/21:
−
Progress the high priority actions of the Belmont Foreshore Precinct Plan
−
At time of next review of Policy BB3- Streetscape Policy, consider inclusion of
reference to street tree planting (compulsory) and investigate and establish a
local law (head of power) to enable financial penalties for removal or damage to
street trees. The action was revised to include establishment of a local law,
rather than investigation only
−
Achieve a 5 Star Green Star rating (Design and As Built) for the new Faulkner
Civic Precinct Community Centre.
Deletion of following indicators:
−
Number of staff participating in Corporate Planting Day
−
Average daily household residential electricity consumption for each City of
Belmont suburb.
Modifications to goals for waste reduction to:
−
Reduce the quantity (by weight and volume) of single use disposable plastics in
the Civic Centre general waste (landfill)
−
Replace references to the Civic Centre bulk bin with general waste (landfill), as
the bulk bin will no longer be in use once construction of the new bin store in
completed in 2018
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Prepared by the City of Belmont
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City’s ‘Environment and Sustainability Policy’ (NB3) outlines Council’s commitment to
develop, implement and regularly review an organisation-wide Environment and
Sustainability Strategy. The Strategy aligns with the City of Belmont Strategic Community
Plan 2016-2036 and directs environmental management and sustainable use of natural
resources by the City.
The focus of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy is to proactively develop objectives
and actions that will result in enhancement of the natural environment and improvements in
environmental performance. While the Environment Section has primary responsibility for its
coordination, a range of internal departments are responsible for implementing actions
contained in the Strategy. In this respect, the Environment and Sustainability Strategy is an
organisation-wide document.
Part I of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy provides an introduction and
background information on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy
Links to the City of Belmont’s Strategic Community Plan 2016-2036
Relevant Corporate Documents and Key Relationships
Previous Achievements
Key Stakeholders
Environmental Management System and Structure.

Part II outlines key current and emerging environmental issues facing the City of Belmont
and its community. Both the Corporate Philosophy and Community Awareness areas relate
to all identified environmental issues.
Objectives, targets, indicators and actions (ongoing and new), linked to policy commitments
have been identified for each of the following chapters:
•

Corporate Philosophy

•

•

Community Awareness, Engagement
and Behaviour Change
Natural Environment and Biodiversity

•

•

•

Prevention
of
Pollution
and
Environmental Degradation
Resource Use, Waste and Carbon
Emissions
Climate Change Adaptation

The City’s goals and targets for environmental sustainability are specified in the Resource
Use, Waste and Carbon Emissions chapter.
Ongoing actions are those that the City is currently undertaking, that are included in existing
budgets.
For each new action a timeframe, responsible officer, estimated budget cost and measurable
outcome has been assigned. Timeframes have been classified as immediate (to be
completed by 2016-17) short term (2017-18), medium term (2018-19 to 2019-20) or long
term (2020-21).
The only additional direct financial cost to implement actions included in the Strategy is
associated with action 3.42.3 ‘Participate in EMRC’s Bush Skills 4 Youth Program’. This
involves a cost of $3500 in 2018/19 and $7000 (plus CPI) per annum in future years.
‘Undertake updated flora surveys of key natural areas to monitor changes and plan for future
restoration’. This involves consultancy costs of an estimated $10,000 to engage qualified
botanists to conduct flora surveys at five sites.
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The cost of implementing all remaining actions, both ongoing and new is included in existing
maintenance, capital renewal/ upgrade or operating budgets, or is accounted for in the
Corporate Business Plan. A significant but unquantified cost is related to officer time, which
involves not only the activities of Environment Section staff, but also those identified as
responsible officers.
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PART I

INTRODUCTION
The City of Belmont is located 5 kilometres east of the Perth Central Business District to
which it is connected by Great Eastern Highway and the Graham Farmer Freeway. The City
encompasses a total land area of 40 square kilometres, including significant river foreshore
areas. Suburbs include Ascot, Belmont, Cloverdale, Kewdale, Perth Airport, Redcliffe and
Rivervale. European settlement of the Belmont area dates from 1831, with land used mainly
for farming. Horse racing was established in the late 1840s, and market gardening in the
1880s and 1890s. Significant development occurred in the post-war years, with the
population peaking in the early 1970s at 32,000. It was not until 2007 that Belmont’s
population again reached this figure.
The estimated resident population of the City of Belmont at the most recent 2011 2016
census was 35,20941,270. Predictions of future population change as per the WA Planning
Commission’s WA Tomorrow (2015), indicate a median future population of s an annual
average population growth rate of 1.85% from 2011 to 2021. This equates to a population of
48,060 residents in 2021.45,100 residents in 2021.
Today the City of Belmont is home to Perth Airport, Kewdale Freight Terminal, the horse
racing industry, significant commercial and industrial activities, extensive residential areas
and many parks and recreation reserves. As a result, the City of Belmont is a significant
centre of employment as well as offering relaxed lifestyle opportunities not readily available
in other inner-metropolitan localities.
Unique natural features located within the City of Belmont include the Swan River foreshore,
Bush Forever sites at Perth Airport and Ascot Waters, drainage systems and natural areas
such as Signal Hill bushland, Tomato Lake and Garvey Park. In addition, the positioning of
the City as a gateway to Perth and the combination of residential, commercial and industrial
land uses located in close proximity to the natural environment are significant considerations
in environmental management.
SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
The City of Belmont Environment and Sustainability Strategy is the main strategic document
directing environmental management and sustainable use of natural resources by the City.
Environmental management encompasses a wide range of activities, as outlined in the
definition of ‘environment’ below:
‘The space in which the day to day activities of the City and its community function. It
includes the natural aspects of air, water, land, biodiversity, flora, fauna, the human
beings that act upon and interact with these elements and the social & cultural values
that are directly associated with the natural environmental aspects.’
While focusing on City operations, the Strategy also includes engagement with the wider
Belmont residential and business community.
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LINKS TO THE CITY OF BELMONT’S STRATEGIC COMMUNITY PLAN 2016-2036
The Strategic Community Plan sets the direction that Council will take, and Management will
follow in the City of Belmont over the next twenty years. It establishes objectives, strategies
to achieve them, and measurable performance indicators to enable Council and the
Community to review progress.
The City’s Vision Statement is as follows:
“City of Belmont - City of Opportunity: The City of Belmont will be home to a diverse and
harmonious community, thriving from the opportunities of our unique, riverside City.”
To be successful, outcomes must be achieved for:
•
•
•
•

The residential community (Social Belmont)
The City’s business community (Business Belmont)
The natural environment (Natural Belmont)
The man-made physical structure and layout of the City (Built Belmont).

These four areas of achievement make up the
Key Result Areas (KRA) of the Strategic
Community Plan and each KRA interacts with
others. Activities identified within the ‘Natural
Belmont’ KRA include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental education
Environmental management
Parks and public open space
Pollution management
River foreshore management
TravelSmart
Water and energy efficiency.

Implementation of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy directly assists in achieving
the following Natural Belmont objectives of the Strategic Community Plan 2016-2036:
•

Objective 1: Protect and enhance our natural environment

•

Objective 2: Enhance the City’s environmental sustainability through the efficient use
of natural resources and minimise the City’s carbon footprint

•

Objective 3: Ensure future resilience to a changing climate.
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Water Efficiency
Action Plan
Groundwater Use
Management Plan and
Licence Operating
Strategy

Environmental
Maintenance Plan,
Schedules and
Reserve Management
Plans

Collective Local
Biodiversity Strategy
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Safety Management Plan

Risk Management Plan

TravelSmart Workplace Plan

TravelSmart Sustainable
Transport Plan

BMS Manual

Belmont
Foreshore
Precinct Plan

LPS No. 15 Supporting
Document - Tree Register
and Public Open Space
Strategy

LPS No. 15 Supporting
Documents – Environment,

Local Planning Policies

Street Tree Plan

Stormwater Management
Plan

Canopy Plan

Urban Forest Strategy

City of Belmont Policy
Manual

Local Climate Change
Adaptation Action Plan

Environment and Sustainability Strategy

Corporate Business Plan

Strategic Community Plan 2016-2036

The relationship between the Environment and Sustainability Strategy and other Corporate Documents of key relevance is shown below. There are
many other strategies and plans that also have linkages.

RELEVANT CORPORATE DOCUMENTS AND KEY RELATIONSHIPS
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PREVIOUS ACHIEVEMENTS
Key achievements are published in the City of Belmont Annual Report for each respective
financial year, under the Standing Committee (Environmental) section.
Actions completed from the City of Belmont Environment and Sustainability Strategy 20162021 are outlined below.
2016/17
Action
number

Action

1.1

Review Council Policy NB4. Dangerous Trees to ensure compliance with the
Environmental Protection (Clearing of Native Vegetation) Regulations 2004.

1.2

Consider WALGA’s Draft Discussion Paper Divestment in Fossil Fuels - Opportunities for
Local Governments in WA, in annual review of Council Policy BEXB35- Investment of
Funds.

1.3

Consider formation of a staff Environment and Sustainability Continuous Improvement
Team.

1.5

Implement an environmental induction program for new staff, with staff in relevant roles to
complete Waterwise Garden and Irrigation, Water Auditing and Fertilise Wise training.

1.6

Promote relevance of environment/ sustainability to the City’s values, the “Innovation
Webform” and relevant categories of the Star Awards (i.e. innovation).

1.7

Review environmental legislation matrix and include in staff induction.

1.8

Create central register of updates received through Enviro Law stating relevance to City
Operations, subsequent changes implemented to City procedures and communication
undertaken.

1.9

Incorporate environmental considerations when planning major community events.

1.10

Advocate for regional investigation of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development by EMRC, and consider relevance to transition of
the City‘s EMS to the ISO 14001: 2015 standard.

2.2

Advocate for development of a regional Business Environmental Awards program by
EMRC at upcoming regional workshops to plan programmes post 30 June 2017.

2.3

Consider incentives for establishment of verge landscaping that supports environmental
outcomes through the Water Corporation’s Waterwise Verge Enhancement Scheme or
equivalent.

2.4

Pursue development of a switched on business! initiative (based on switched on schools)
with switch your thinking!, to promote environmental achievements of businesses.

3.1

Implement foreshore stabilisation works at Garvey Park, Ascot Racecourse foreshore and
other priority sites for erosion control.

3.3

Investigate value of undertaking regular biological surveys of natural areas to monitor
changes in local ecology.

3.4

Update the City’s Street Tree Plan to include information on ecological value of listed
species and develop Detailed Tree Selection for environmentally sensitive areas.

3.5

Implement recommendations of the “Assessment of Visual Amenity Options for
Compensating Basins” report.

4.1

Participate in the Department of Parks & Wildlife and Department of Environment
Regulation’s Light Industry project in 2016/17.

4.2

Review the City’s Erosion and Sediment Control Work Instruction and Guidelines.
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4.3

Trial use of the EMRC’s Steam Weeder to determine effectiveness and efficiency of
operation for weed control in garden beds, hardstand and natural areas.

4.4

At the time of next review of Policies BB4. Manholes and Stormwater Connections & NB2.
Storm Water Disposal From Private Properties, consider including reference to technical
and water quality standards for private connections to the City’s stormwater network.

5.1

Actively monitor and manage energy and water consumption of City operated facilities
through use of Planet Footprint, and review annual use in comparison to benchmarks (per
2
FTE / per booking hour/ per m floor area).

5.2

Investigate potential for sub-metering to identify individual electricity use by lessees of the
Youth and Family Services Centre.

5.3

Trial a commitment pledge/ Memorandum of Understanding with one lessee of a City
owned building/ facility, regarding environmental sustainability initiatives.

5.5

Utilise the “energy fund” to install solar PV systems on City buildings, as per
recommendations of the business case developed.

5.6

Include “whole of life” fuel use as a tender criterion for new plant purchased, based on fuel
efficiency (L/hr) and expected lifetime operating hours.

5.8

Discuss opportunities for potential future use of stormwater from Perth Airport’s detention
basin to be created at the time of development of land adjacent Dunreath Drive.

6.1

Participate in the EMRC’s “Understanding and Managing Flood Risk in Perth's Eastern
Region: Stage 2” project and consider participation in Stage 3 depending on outcomes of
grant application.

2017/18
Action
number

Action

1.2

Advocate for regional investigation of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development by EMRC, and consider relevance to transition of
the City‘s EMS to the ISO 14001: 2015 standard.

1.3

Transition the City’s EMS to the ISO 14001: 2015 standard, with certification achieved
following 2018 external audit.

3.2

Obtain “as constructed” digital designs for stormwater drainage upon completion of the
Tonkin Highway upgrade, and incorporate into the City’s Intramaps system.

3.7

Revise the City’s Process Map for “Obtaining Approval for Ground Disturbing Works at
Aboriginal Heritage Sites”, based on the Noongar Standard Heritage Agreement.

3.8

Revise the the City’s Process Map for “Clearing of native vegetation” to include referrals
under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

3.9

Develop an Urban Forest Policy to reinforce and support the objectives of the City’s Urban
Forest Strategy and the Canopy Plan currently under development.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS FOR THE CITY OF BELMONT
Developing partnerships with external stakeholders is critical if the City of Belmont wishes to
be successful in the area of environmental management, as environmental issues do not
recognise Local Government boundaries. Involvement in cooperative and mutually beneficial
partnership projects facilitates information and knowledge transfer, as well as creating the
potential for cost and resource sharing.
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Some of the key stakeholders identified for environmental management in the City of
Belmont include:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land owners, property developers, the Belmont Business Advisory Group and local
businesses, including Perth Airport, Belmont Forum and Perth Racing
State Government departments, including the Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation, Main Roads, Department of Parks and WildlifeBiodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions, Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage, Department of Water,
Water Corporation and WAPC
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council (EMRC)
Neighbouring Local Governments particularly those with shared catchments and
adjoining river foreshore
Environmental and ‘Friends Of’ groups, including Perth NRM and the South East
Regional Centre for Urban Landcare
River user groups such at Ascot Kayak Club
Green Stamp Program operators including the Motor Trade Association of Western
Australia and Printing Industries Association of Australia
Switch your thinking program and participating local governments
City of Belmont’s Aboriginal Reference Committee
The Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA) and associated
network groups
Local schools, registered environmental volunteers and general community members.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
Standing Committee (Environmental)
The Standing Committee (Environmental) plays a central role in integrating environmental
management into the core business of the City of Belmont and serves as the direct reporting
link to Council.
The broad purpose of the Committee is to consider and recommend to Council on matters of
strategic environmental importance and relevance to the City of Belmont. The primary
objectives of the Committee are to monitor the City’s performance against objectives and
targets and monitor the progress of and undertake review of the City of Belmont
Environment and Sustainabiilty Strategy.
The Committee comprises four Councillors: the Mayor (ex officio) plus one nominated
representative from each of the three wards (East, South, West). Further details on duties
and responsibilities as well as meetings and membership guidelines are outlined in the
Standing Committee (Environmental) Terms of Reference.
Responsible Business Units
The Parks and Environment Department
(specifically the Environment Section)
within the Technical Services Division
has overall responsibility for the
Environment and Sustainability Strategy
and environmental policies.
Specialised functions in relation to
environmental
management
and
sustainable use of natural resources are
also handled by other departments within
the City, as shown below.
12
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Examples of the types of activities undertaken by these departments are also listed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment and TravelSmart (environmental restoration projects, the maintenance of
natural areas and organisation of environmental events, activities and education
programs);
Planning Services (environmental planning, land use planning and development
control);
Technical Services (drainage and stormwater management);
Health and Community Safety (inspection of stables premises, waste management,
regulatory officers, setting conditions on development eg. wash down bays, spray
painting booths, oil/water separators);
Works (called in by Emergency Services to respond to major spills, installation of
Stormwater Pollutant Traps, vehicle fleet and plant);
Parks (management of groundwater for irrigation, hydrozoning, use of local native
species in landscaping); and
Building Services (energy/water use in City buildings, assessing Building Licence
Applications).

13
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The City of Belmont developed an Environmental Management System (EMS) in 2006,
certified to the AS/NZ: ISO 14001: 2004 standard, which transitioned to the 2015 standard in
2018. The Environmental Management System is used to develop and implement an
environmental policy, set objectives and targets, manage environmental aspects and
impacts and comply with environmental legal requirements.
The overall aim is to support environmental protection and the prevention of pollution in
balance with socio-economic needs. The standard follows the Plan-Do-Check-Act
methodology, as depicted in the diagram from the AS/NZ: ISO 14001: 2015 standard below.

The City’s Business Management System Manual documents how the requirements of the
ISO 14001 Standard are addressed in practice. Audits of the system are conducted twice
annually, consisting of annual internal and external audits.
The City of Belmont has developed an Environment and Sustainability Policy to guide its
business decisions and operational activities. This policy outlines Council’s commitment to
the development, implementation and regular review of an Environment and Sustainability
Strategy. The policy commitments outlined provide the basis for the objectives/ targets,
indicators and actions contained within this Strategy.
Monitoring and reporting of progress of Environment and Sustainability Strategy
implementation is conducted via the Standing Committee (Environmental), with updates
provided quarterly. Results on environmental performance are reported annually to the
Committee, with key findings published in the City of Belmont Annual Report.
Review and continual improvement occurs through regular review of environmental
performance, and subsequent annual review of environmental policies, environmental risks
and the Environment and Sustainability Strategy.
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NB 3: Environment and Sustainability Policy
Policy Objective:
The City of Belmont will maintain an effective Environmental Management System that
incorporates a continuous improvement philosophy in order to protect and enhance the
natural environment.
While focusing on City operations, the City will also engage with the wider Belmont
residential and business community to promote and encourage involvement in
environmental programmes, sustainable behaviour change and minimise risk of pollution
incidence.
The Environmental Management System shall continue to be integrated into the culture of
our organisation and commitment will be demonstrated through effective leadership and
communication to staff and those working under the City’s control.
Policy Statement:
The City of Belmont is committed to:
I.
II.

III.
IV.

V.
V.VI.
VI.VII.

Undertake continual improvement of the Environmental Management System in
order to enhance environmental performance of City operations.
Protection and enhancement of the natural environment and biodiversity values
within the built environment, including remnant bushland, wetlands, river
foreshore and waterways.
Prevention of pollution to air, land or water, or damage to flora or fauna,
minimising harm and degradation to the natural environment.
Efficient use of energy, water, paper and other resources, reducing waste
generated and implementing renewable energy technologies to minimise the
City’s corporate carbon footprint.
Considering life cycle impacts and minimising single use disposable plastics.
Planning for and implementing measures to ‘future proof’ City operations against
the predicted impacts of climate change.
Compliance with relevant environmental legislation and other obligations.

Policy Detail:
The City of Belmont will
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop, implement and regularly review an organisation-wide Environment and
Sustainability Strategy
Set objectives, targets and indicators to monitor environmental performance and
review and report on outcomes
Identify strategic actions to achieve objectives, assigning responsibilities, timeframes
and budget requirements, monitoring progress of implementation
Consider environmental implications in project and event management,
procurement, decision-making and development of strategies and plans
Ensure the impact of future development on the environment is considered through
land use planning and development control
Maintain awareness of current and emerging environmental issues relevant to the
City of Belmont
Manage potential environmental impacts associated with City operations
(“environmental” risks) and predicted impacts of climate change (“climate change”
risks) as specified under City of Belmont Policy BEXB 34: Risk Management
Ensure awareness of and communication of environmental legislative requirements
relevant to Departmental activities to employees.
15
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Responsibilities
The development of the Environmental Management System and this policy is the
responsibility of the Executive Leadership Team. Senior Management Group. Its
implementation is the responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer. The application of this
policy is the responsibility of all City employees and those working under the City’s control.
Reference/Associated Documents:
AS/ NZS ISO 14001- Environmental Management Systems standards
BEXB 21: Occupational Safety and Health
BEXB 34: Risk Management
BEXB 38: Business Improvement Policy
NB 1: Environmental Purchasing Policy
Reference to Internal Procedure:
BelNet Related Process Maps and Work Instructions

DEFINITIONS
N/A
MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REVIEW
Failure to meet environmental legislative responsibilities and commitments could result in
fines, reporting at a political and possible media level which would negatively affect the City’s
reputation amongst the community and stakeholders. Clearly there are risks to the local
environment and City of Belmont operations if proper procedures are not followed.
The policy will be reviewed annually.
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Management of Environmental Risks
The City has completed an environmental risk assessment based on the Australian/ New
Zealand Standard for Risk Management (AS/NZ ISO 31000). The risk assessment considers
the environmental aspects of City activities, and their potential impacts to air, land, surface
water, groundwater, the community, fauna and flora.
The management of environmental risks includes:
•

Identification of environmental aspects (activities that can result in an environmental
impact) and environmental impacts
Documentation of current controls in place that prevent adverse environmental impacts
from occurring
An assessment of the consequence and likelihood of each impact occurring, to
determine an overall risk rating
Identification of future controls that will be implemented to further manage the
‘extreme’ and ‘high’ risks identified.

•
•
•

Significant environmental aspects are those associated with a High or Extreme residual risk
rating, or with commitments in the Environment and Sustainability Policy.
The level of risk is evaluated as per the following tables:
Qualitative Measures of Consequence
LEVEL

DESCRIPTION

ENVIRONMENTAL

1

Insignificant

No environmental damage

2

Minor

Minor instances of environmental damage that could be reversed

3

Moderate

4

Major

5

Catastrophic

Isolated but significant instances of environmental damage that
might be reversed with intensive efforts
Severe loss of environmental amenity and a danger of continuing
environmental damage
Major widespread loss of environmental amenity and progressive,
irrecoverable environmental damage
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Qualitative Measures of Likelihood

LEVEL

DESCRIPTION
Almost
Certain

EXAMPLES

B

Likely

Will probably occur in most circumstances

C

Possible

Should occur at some time

D

Unlikely

Could occur at some time

E

Rare

May occur, only in exceptional
circumstances

A

Expected to occur in most circumstances

FREQUENCY
More than once per
year
At least once per
year
At least once in
three years.
At least once in ten
years
Less than once in
fifteen years.

RISK MATRIX – LEVEL OF RISK
LIKELIHOOD
A – Almost Certain
B – Likely
C – Possible
D – Unlikely
E- Rare

INSIGNIFICANT
1
High
Moderate
Low
Low
Low

MINOR
2
High
High
Moderate
Low
Low

MODERATE
3
Extreme
High
High
Moderate
Moderate

MAJOR
4
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
High
High

CATASTROPHIC
5
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
High

The Environmental Risk Register is captured in the City’s RMSS risk management software
and is reviewed on an annual basis.
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PART II

1.

CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”

The City’s corporate philosophy towards environmental management relates to City of
Belmont operations and activities including project and event management, procurement,
decision making, land use planning and development control.
It is important that the City demonstrates leadership to the community by implementing
environmental ‘best practice’ wherever possible. Also of importance is establishing policies
and procedures to minimise the risk of environmental impacts arising from City operations.
The City’s internal Geographic Information System (Intramaps) includes numerous spatial
datasets that assist with environmental planning and consideration of environmental risks
and opportunities.
Corporate philosophy relates to all other environmental issues identified in Part II of the
Environment and Sustainability Strategy, including; natural environment and biodiversity,
prevention of pollution and environmental degradation, resource use, waste and carbon
emissions and climate change adaptation.
It is important that the City’s environmental policies and procedures are clearly
communicated to Councillors, City staff and contractors, and that they are followed.
Encouraging staff to suggest improvements and ensuring relevant officers are involved in
any changes to procedures is essential, as it draws on a wide range of knowledge and
experience from different areas of expertise.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following ongoing actions to progress toward
achieving the corporate philosophy objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Maintain the ISO 14001 certification of the City of Belmont’s Environmental
Management System
Conduct an annual internal audit of the Environmental Management System
Monitor and note changes to environmental legislation in a central register, and if
relevant to the City of Belmont, corresponding changes to City procedures and
communication undertaken
Undertake an annual review of the Natural Belmont section of the Corporate Business
Plan, Environment and Sustainability Strategy and environmental policies
Raise Councillor and staff awareness of environmental issues and initiatives including
seminars, workshops and training opportunities
Encourage City of Belmont staff to participate in environmental events and promote
environmental observance dates such as the International Day of Forests, World
Water Day, Earth Hour, World Environment Day, Plastic Free July and National
Recycling Week
Provide a forum for staff to identify, share and discuss environmental sustainability
initiatives through the Environmental Sustainability Focus Group
Implement an environmental awareness training program for new staff, with staff those
in relevant roles to complete Waterwise Garden and Irrigation, Water Auditing and
Fertilise Wise training
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote the City’s Environmental Management System, environmental policies,
environmental incident reporting and Environment and Sustainability Strategy to staff
and contractors
Promote relevance of environment/ sustainability to the City’s values, the “Innovation
Webform” and relevant categories of the Star Awards (i.e. innovation)
Continue with the ‘Switched On Staff’ sustainability education programme for City of
Belmont employees
Organise an annual ‘Carbon Plus’ staff tree planting day, with the number of trees
planted to sequester the equivalent amount of carbon generated annually as a result of
the City’s light vehicle fleet emissions
Implement the City of Belmont TravelSmart Workplace Plan to encourage active
transport, car pooling and public transport by City employees, thereby reducing sole
occupant vehicle transport
Provide information and facilities to assist staff to minimise waste and reduce, re-use
and recycle
Incorporate environmental sustainability considerations when planning major
community events
Submit an annual groundwater monitoring report to the Department of Water, as per
the Groundwater Use Management Plan and Licence Operating Strategy
Continue to participate in the Waterwise Council Program by reporting annually to the
Water Corporation on water actions implemented
Consider information disseminated by EMRC on research outcomes of the
Cooperative Research Centre for Water Sensitive Cities regarding water management
When upgrading or installing new stormwater drainage infrastructure as part of major
City projects, consider retrofitting to improve ecological and water quality outcomes
Maintain Green Stamp accreditation of the City of Belmont’s Operations Centre
Participate in the partnership Fishing Line Bin project with Department of Parks &
Wildlife and Native Animal Rescue
Conduct annual check on compliance against commitments in:
o
Memorandum of Understanding- Waterwise Council Program
o
WA Local Government Climate Change Declaration
o
Fishing Line Bin Memorandum of Understanding.
Provide regular progress reports to the Standing Committee (Environmental) on
implementation of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy
Report annually to the Standing Committee (Environmental) on environmental
performance
Publish results on environmental performance in the City of Belmont Annual Report
Ensure environmental implications are identified for consideration in decision-making
Ensure a risk assessment including consideration of environmental risks is undertaken
when substantive change to an existing Council policy occurs, or a new policy is
developed
Complete risk assessments for all major City projects considering environmental risks
and opportunities, as per the trial Project Management Process Activation and Scaling
Process Map
Continue to apply Progress with Risk
Markesr project for all new and
modified City Process Maps, including
consideration of environmental risks.
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Land Use Planning and Development Control
The City recognises the importance of ensuring that adequate provision for key
environmental issues is made in the land use planning and development control process. In
this way, the City can minimise the environmental impacts of the built environment.
The City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 15 is supported by an Environmental Planning
Strategy, which brings together key influencing factors impacting on the planning arena
within the City. This Strategy examines the current statutory context and associated actions
in regard to the environment and identifies the key environmental planning issues facing the
City. Also included in detail within the Strategy is a list of recommended actions in relation to
environmental planning.
The City must respond appropriately to the predicted anticipated population growth of 1.85%
per year between 2011 and to 45,100 residents in 2021, and associated increase in
population density. While this represents challenges such as fragmentation of natural areas
and loss of biodiversity, there is also the potential to encourage development around specific
nodes, resulting in positive outcomes such as uptake of TravelSmart behaviour.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving objectives relevant to land use planning and development control:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the aim of Local Planning Scheme No. 15 “to protect and enhance the
environmental values and natural resources of the City and to promote ecologically
sustainable land use and development” is realised
Ensure the Environmental Planning and Public Open Space strategies underpinning
the Local Planning Scheme are given sufficient weight in all development
Promote Green Building Standards to businesses
Refer relevant subdivision and development applications to the Environment Section
for comment, and set conditions and/or include footnotes to minimise environmental
impacts of development
Place conditions on large greenfield subdivision applications to require a dust
management plan
Encourage redevelopment of neighbourhoods that encourage walking or cycling,
through the Local Planning Scheme
Ensure WAPC's Statement of Planning Policy 'Landuse planning in the vicinity of Perth
Airport' is applied in development applications
Environment Section in consultation with Planning Services to review and provide
comment on environmental impacts of Major Development Plans proposed for Perth
Airport
Follow Department of Water and Environmental Regulation guidelines and update City
records when notification is received of sites reported or classified under the
Contaminated Sites Act 2003 (WA)
Incorporate water sensitive urban design principles and best practice management
initiatives into developments
Conduct annual review of standard environmental planning conditions
Ensure the risk of exposure of actual or potential Acid Sulfate Soils is considered for all
developments and apply conditions for further investigation and remediation if required
Provide copies of ‘Grow Local Plants’ and ‘Maintaining and caring for your street
verge’ brochures to unit development applicants to encourage the establishment of
local, native plants.
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Indicators (Corporate Philosophy):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certification to ISO 14001 achieved? (Y/N)
Annual internal and external audits of EMS conducted? (Y/N)
Number of articles published in Team Brief annually
Number of staff participating in Corporate Planting Day.
Percentage of staff using TravelSmart modes to commute to and from work
Percentage of Councillors using TravelSmart modes to commute to and from Council
meetings
Number of business trips undertaken by staff using TravelSmart modes
Number of breaches of environmental legislation or permits/ approvals
Waterwise Council Program Accreditation retained? (Y/N)
Green Stamp certification maintained? (Y/N)
% compliance in annual check against commitments with:
o MoU- Waterwise Council Program
o WA Local Govt Climate Change Declaration
o Fishing Line Bin MoU

Indicators (Land Use Planning and Development Control):
•

Number of Development Applications referred to Environment Section for comment or
including relevant conditions/ footnotes

•

Number of unit development applicants provided with ‘Grow Local Plants’ and ‘Maintaining
and caring for your street verge’ brochures.
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2018/19

2018/19

Coordinator
Environment

CoordinatorEnvironment

At time of next review of Policy NB1
Environmental Purchasing, investigate
additional provisions to support reduction
in single use disposable plastics and
make reference to consideration of the
life cycle impacts of procurement.

Contribute towards review of the City’s
Local Planning Scheme, particularly the
Environmental Strategy Supporting
Document and consider relevance of
inclusion of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

Transition the City’s EMS to the ISO
14001: 2015 standard, with certification
achieved following 2018 external audit.

Consider the outcomes of WALGA’s
review of Sustainable Procurement in the
WA Local Government Sector, in annual

1.3

1.3

1.4

1.2

Coordinator
Environment

Advocate for regional investigation of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development by EMRC, and consider
relevance to transition of the City‘s EMS
to the ISO 14001: 2015 standard.

1.2

2017/18 and
annually

Coordinator
Environment
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2017/18

Coordinator
Environment

2016/17- 2017/18

2017/188/19

Manager Parks &
Environment

Develop guidelines and assist and
encourage applicants for unit
developments to establish verge
landscaping that supports environmental
outcomes and other community benefits.

1.1

Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Action

New Actions

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Outcomes of consideration
presented to Standing Committee
(Environmental) .

Obtain recertification to ISO 14001:
2015 at time of SGS recertification
audit (2018).

Amended Environmental Strategy –
LPS Supporting Document
developed. Outcomes of
consideration of SDGs noted in
Attachment to Standing Committee
(Environmental).

Outcomes noted in attachment to
Standing Committee
(Environmental).

Suggestion made by City
representatives attending EMRC
Regional Workshops for
development of the new Regional
Environment Strategy.
Outcomes of consideration of SDGs
noted in Attachment to Standing
Committee (Environmental).

Guidelines developed and published
on City of Belmont website.

Measurable outcome

Comment [ND8]: Action expected to be
complete by 30 June 2018

Comment [ND7]: To support Cr
Wolff’s suggestion and include ISO 14001
requirements for life cycle considerations

Comment [ND6]: Action expected to be
complete by 30 June 2018

Comment [ND5]: Timeframe extended
to 30 June 2019 due to delay in gazettal of
local law
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Incorporate environmental sustainability
initiatives into the Structure Plan and
Design Guidelines for DA6, as outlined in
the DA6 Vision Plan and Implementation
Strategy.

Promote the environmental sustainability
initiatives of the DA6 Vision Plan and
Implementation Strategy to government
agencies and potential developers.

Advocate for environmental best practice
and innovation in all new buildings and
the entire precinct of DA6.

1.6

1.7

review of the City of Belmont
Environmental Purchasing Policy.

1.5

Action

2020/21

Manager- Planning
Services
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2020/21

Manager- Planning
Services

CoordinatorEnvironment

2020/21

Timeframe for
implementation

Manager- Planning
Services

Responsible
Officer

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Advocacy undertaken.

Initiatives promoted to agencies and
developers.

Updates on subsequent release of
tools and resources by WALGA
noted in Attachment to Standing
Committee (Environmental).
Initiatives incorporated into the
Structure Plan and Design
Guidelines.

Measurable outcome
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2.

COMMUNITY AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT AND BEHAVIOUR CHANGE
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”
The ability to influence the residential and
business community is recognised as a significant
strength of Local Government in achieving
positive environmental outcomes.
The City
follows the principles of community-based social
marketing to achieve behaviour change in the
areas
of
environmental
protection
and
sustainability. Of key concern for the future is the
anticipated increase in demand for water, energy,
waste and transport associated with a growing
population. The impact of activities of the
community on water quality of the Swan River,
drainage network and groundwater are also
important considerations.

The City engages with the wider Belmont residential and business community to promote
and encourage involvement in environmental programmes, sustainable behaviour change
and minimise the risk of pollution incidence. It is hoped that this engagement will increase
the level of community appreciation for natural areas, support for environmental projects and
involvement in biodiversity protection and enhancement activities.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving our community awareness, engagement and behaviour change objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Improve environmental practices of small- medium sized enterprises through the
Business Environmental Assessment Project
Undertake targeted environmental assessments of businesses located within
catchment areas contributing towards high nutrient/non-nutrient contaminant levels
identified through the City’s Stormwater Monitoring Programme
Work with the EMRC and waste service provider to develop new methods of reducing
waste to landfill
Provide a service for community disposal of asbestos, whitegoods, car batteries, motor
oil, plate glass, mattresses/bed bases and other specified waste at the Operations
Centre on designated days
Provide collection facilities for the EMRC dry cell battery and light globe recycling, and
Cartridges 4 Planet Ark and MobileMuster Planet Ark’s mobile phone recycling
Work with Perth Region NRM, SERCUL and other relevant authorities to implement
the Canning Plain Catchment Management Plan
Continue partnerships with SERCUL, Perth Airport and environmental volunteers,
including ongoing attendance at relevant meetings
Implement the City of Belmont Sustainable TransportavelSmart Plan to
encourage active transport, car pooling and public transport by residents, workers
and visitors to, from, and within the City, thereby reducing greenhouse gas
emissions associated with transport
Recognise Nominate local businesses demonstrating for significant environmental
achievements for recognition through an annual recognition event and promotion in
Case Studies Information SheetsSwitch your thinking’s Switched on Business program
and the EMRC’s Business Exemplar Project.
Promote the Responsible Cafes Program and encourage local cafes to join and
provide a discount to customers who bring their own reusable takeaway cup
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote observance dates such as International Day of Forests, World Water Day,
Earth Hour, World Environment Day, Plastic Free July and National Recycling Week
Participate in the ‘Switch your thinking’ programme that aims to inspire sustainable
action in the local community; through facilitation of events, provision of up to date and
locally relevant information and a “Rewards for Residents and Businesses” discount
program on sustainable products and services
Encourage residents to adopt fertilise-wise and waterwise gardening practices by
organising garden demonstrations and workshops, offering compost bins and worm
farms at cost price and providing information at community events
Organise environmental events/ activities including for schools and community groups
to promote values of the natural environment and increase volunteer involvement in
natural areas
Encourage water and energy efficiency of residents and businesses through
community information sessions
Participate in the EMRC’s Regional Waste Education Steering Group and promote
engagement opportunities available through the City’s waste service provider and
EMRC to schools, community groups and residents
Provide information and facilities to assist the community to reduce, re-use and recycle
Encourage participation in Planet Ark’s Clean Up Australia Day, Plastic Free July and
Keep Australia Beautiful’s Adopt a Spot Program.
Encourage attendees of City events to bring their own reusable coffee cup, drink bottle
and shopping bags and consider TravelSmart options.
Erect information signage in areas of environmental significance to raise awareness
and promote community appreciation of the local environment
Provide regular updates in the City’s newsletters; BeNews, Belmont Business Talk and
Belmont Bulletin to promote environmental and sustainability programmes, initiatives,
activities and events
Develop and upgrade environmental education material aimed at the community
including fact sheets and the City of Belmont website
Encourage schools to participate in the Water Corporation’s Waterwise Schools
program.

Indicators:
•

Number of assessments completed as part of the Business Environmental Assessment
Project

•

% compliance of businesses assessed as part of the Business Environmental Assessment
Project

•

Annual tonnages of green waste recycled(bulk bins)

•

Annual tonnages of asbestos, oil (volumes), metals &vehicle batteries, collected for correct
disposal/ recycling

•

Annual tonnages recycled domestic waste

•

Number of participants in business / community workshops and seminars

•

Number of environmental volunteer hours

•

Number of greywater systems and rainwater tanks (> 5000L capacity) approved within the City
of Belmont annually

•

Number of 5 green star or above buildings in City of Belmont rated through National
Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) or Green Building Council of Australia

•
•

Annual residential Scheme water consumption per capita
Average daily household residential electricity consumption for each City of Belmont suburb.
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Comment [ND12]: Currently
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Comment [ND14]: Last indicator in
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Develop updated verge guidelines that promote
establishment of Waterwise and Fertilise Wise
verges with ecological values, for release upon
gazettal of the revised City of Belmont Local Law.

Provide information to assist local businesses and
residents to adapt following introduction of the
Plastic Bag ban, and promote further reduction of
single use disposable plastics.

Participate in EMRC’s Bush Skills 4 Youth Program.

2.1

2.2

2.3

Action

New Actions

2017/182018/19

2018/19

2018/19 and
ongoing

Manager Parks &
EnvironmentParks
Technical Officer
Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Thereafter $7,000
(plus CPI) per
annum

$3500 (2018/19)

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Signage design competition
organised for Belmont
schools in 2018/19 and a
minimum of two workshops/
activities held annually.

Articles published in City’s
newsletters and information
provided on City of Belmont
website.

Guidelines developed and
published on City of Belmont
website.

Measurable outcome

Comment [ND18]: Based on suggestion
from Cr Rossi

Comment [ND17]: As noted in the
EMRC’s Regional Services report, due to
external funding for Bush Skills 4 Youth
ceasing in December 2018, a financial
contribution will be required in future years
for continued participation.

Comment [ND16]: Based on suggestion
from Cr Wolff

Comment [ND15]: Timeframe
extended to 30 June 2019 due to delay in
gazettal of local law
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3.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND BIODIVERSITY
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”

The City of Belmont covers an area of 4000 ha, of which approximately 10% natural
vegetation remains. The majority of this is part of the 629 hectare Bush Forever Site 386‘Perth Airport and surrounding bushland’, which also extends into the City of Swan and Shire
of Kalamunda. As Perth Airport is governed by Federal planning and environmental
legislation, Bush Forever (a State planning initiative) while considered does not necessarily
apply. Perth Airport Pty Ltd’s commitments towards biodiversity are outlined in the Perth
Airport Master Plan 2014; Chapter 9. Environment Strategy. 21 ha of Swan River saltmarsh
is protected as a Bush Forever site 313 at Ascot Waters and 70 hectares is considered
locally significant remnant vegetation.
The State Government’s Draft Perth and
Peel Green Growth Plan for 3.5 million, once
finalised and South Coastal Plain- South
Management Plan (Department of Parks &
Wildlife, 2016) are key regional plans with
the potential to have some impact on the
natural environment and biodiversity within
the City. Due to the highly urbanised nature
of the City and absence of reserves vested in
the Conservation Commission, the impact of
these plans is not as significant as for less
developed municipalities.
The City contains areas of Banksia woodland, which is classified as a Threatened Ecological
Community under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
Locally significant remnant vegetation is scattered throughout the City in small (<5 ha)
isolated fragments in public open space reserves zoned Parks and Recreation, such as
Garvey Park, Signal Hill, Tomato Lake, Dod Reserve and some wetland compensating
basins. The Swan River foreshore is a significant biodiversity corridor within Belmont.
Many drainage reserves have been
zoned as ‘Parks & Recreation’ with an
ancillary drainage purpose. Through
licensing arrangements with the Water
Corporation, the City has taken over
management of various drainage
reserves and stormwater compensating
basins and undertaken ecological
restoration to enhance biodiversity
values throughout the City. Some
examples include the Coolgardie living
stream project at Garvey Park and
stormwater basins at Tomato Lake and
Centenary Park.
The City will endeavour to continue to rehabilitate pockets of remnant bushland that have
been reserved and restore ecological and biodiversity values to the Swan River foreshore,
wetlands and compensating basins under its management. For a map showing natural areas
maintained by the City please refer to Appendix 2.
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Our partnership with SERCUL and our reliance on our valued volunteers will continue to
ensure that natural resource management projects and restoration works continue on the
ground.
Whilst Airport land is beyond local government control, the City will continue to work closely
with Perth Airport Pty Ltd to encourage that any future land use planning is not undertaken to
the detriment of significant natural features. The City of Belmont is a member of the Airport
Consultative Environment and Sustainability (ACES) Group, which meets quarterly to
discuss environmental management of the Perth Airport Estate and inform and discuss
relevant updates on Perth Airport developments.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving natural environment and biodiversity objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Progress the objectives and key actions of the Urban Forest Strategy and Canopy
Plan
Apply Detailed Tree Selection for planting of verges located adjacent environmentally
sensitive areas such as bushland, drainage basins and river foreshore
Ensure use and management of the Belmont foreshore and development interface
with the Parks and Recreation reserve is consistent with the adopted Belmont
Foreshore Precinct Plan
Minimise occurrence and severity of algal bloom outbreaks in major water bodies by
reducing nutrient availability and nutrient inputs, ensuring aerators are operational and
increasing opportunity for natural nutrient uptake or absorption
Implement management actions for natural areas, as per the Environmental
Maintenance Plan, schedules and reserve management plans
Implement revegetation and foreshore restoration activities to protect, enhance and
expand existing natural areas
Support ‘Friends Of’ Groups of natural areas by providing equipment, advice and
additional resources, as appropriate
Conduct periodic reassessment of reserves using the Natural Area Assessment
Template to monitor condition
Implement the Collective Local Biodiversity Strategy, developed in partnership with the
Town of Bassendean and City of Bayswater
Work with the Department of Parks & WildlifeBiodiversity, Conservation and Attractions
in implementing the ‘River Protection Strategy’ for the Swan and Canning River
System
Undertake an annual foreshore condition assessment to determine progression of
erosion and identify priority areas for future stabilisation and environmental restoration
activities
Consult with the City’s Aboriginal Reference Committee, South West Aboriginal Land
and Sea Council and Department of Aboriginal AffairsPlanning, Lands and Heritage on
foreshore projects involving registered Aboriginal Heritage sites
Contribute towards development of a coordinated foreshore trails network through
involvement in the Swan Canning Riverpark Trails Master Plan
Apply for grant funding to facilitate implementation of environmental capital works and
other activities
Participate as a member of the C21 group of Councils to lobby for increased funding
and support for management of the Swan River foreshore and water quality
Advocate for funding opportunities for the effective management of erosion along the
Swan River foreshore.
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Comment [ND19]: The C21 group is no
longer in existence
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Indicators:
•
•
•

% canopy coverage
Number of trees protected through Tree Protection/ Preservation Orders and the Municipal
Heritage Inventory
Extent of river foreshore vested in City of Belmont, rated as a “high” priority for stabilisation
in annual assessment

•

Length of foreshore protected

•

Hectares of natural areas maintained

•

m2 of new biodiversity areas created

•
•

Number of tubestock planted annually
Number of sedges planted annually.
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Implement foreshore stabilisation works
at Garvey Park, Ascot Racecourse
foreshore and other priority sites for
erosion control.

Obtain “as constructed” digital designs
for stormwater drainage upon
completion of the Tonkin Highway
upgrade, and incorporate into the City’s
Intramaps system.

Undertake biological surveys (fauna
and/or macroinvertebrates) of
restoration sites to monitor changes in
local ecology.

Undertake updated flora surveys of key
natural areas to monitor changes and
plan for future restoration.

Implement recommendations of the
“Assessment of Visual Amenity Options
for Compensating Basins” report.

Progress the high priority actions of the
Belmont Foreshore Precinct Plan.

Revise the City’s Process Map for
“Obtaining Approval for Ground
Disturbing Works at Aboriginal Heritage
Sites”, based on the Noongar Standard
Heritage Agreement.

3.1

3.2

3.32

3.43

3.54

3.65

3.7

Action

New Actions

Subject to sourcing
of external funding

2017/18

2017/18 – 2020/21

2017/18- 2018/19

2016/17 and ongoing

2017/18 -2020/21

2017/18

Coordinator
Environment

Manager- Design &
Assets

Supervisor
Environment

Supervisor
Environment

Manager- Parks &
Environment
Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Officer time

Costs captured in
Corporate Business
Plan.

Within existing
budgets

Officer time
Consultancy costs
$10,000

Officer time

Officer time

Subject to sourcing
of external funding

Estimated
Budget Cost

Progress made on feasibility
investigation for foreshore “missing
links” and appropriate vesting/
amalgamation of foreshore lots.
Revised Process Map published on
Belnet and article included in Team
Brief.

Surveys undertaken at five
locations; Swan River Foreshore
(Sections 1 to 7), Garvey Park,
Tomato Lake, Dod Reserve and
Signal Hill bushland.
Recommendations prioritised
annually, with works implemented
subject to budget availability.

Monitoring plans developed and
surveys undertaken.

Drainage information received from
Gateway WA and available on
Intramaps

Foreshore erosion sites prioritised
annually, with stabilisation works
implemented subject to funding
availability.

Measurable outcome

Comment [ND23]: Action complete

Comment [ND22]: Timeframe
extended due to ongoing nature of the
Belmont Foreshore Precinct Plan

Comment [ND21]: Timeframe
extended due to use of volunteer rather than
consultant, and removal of associated
budget cost

Comment [ND20]: Action complete
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Revise the the City’s Process Map for
“Clearing of native vegetation” to
include referrals under the
Environmental Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

Develop an Urban Forest Policy to
reinforce and support the objectives of
the City’s Urban Forest Strategy and
the Canopy Plan currently under
development.

At time of next review of Policy BB3Streetscape Policy, consider inclusion
of reference to street tree planting
(compulsory) and investigate and
establishment of a local law (head of
power) to enable financial penalties for
removal or damage to street trees.

3.8

3.96

3.107

Action
2017/18

2017/18 2018/19

2017/18 2020/21

Coordinator
Environment

Manager- Parks &
Environment

Manager Parks &
Environment
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Recommendations developed for
consideration by Standing
Committee (Environmental).

Recommendations developed for
consideration by Standing
Committee (Environmental).

Revised Process Map published on
Belnet and article included in Team
Brief.

Measurable outcome

Comment [ND26]: Timeframe
extended, due to complexity of
establishment of a local law.

Comment [ND25]: Timeframe
extended due to delay in finalisation of the
Canopy Plan

Comment [ND24]: Action complete
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4.

PREVENTION OF POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”

Water Quality
The City is involved in monitoring and protection of water quality of groundwater, lakes,
wetlands and the Swan and Canning River systems.
There are five main stormwater
catchments within the City of Belmont
(see Appendix 3 for a map of the
stormwater systems). Mills St Drain in
Kewdale is part of the larger Canning
Plains catchment, which flows south-east
to the Canning River. The remaining
catchments; Perth Airport North and
South, Central Belmont and South
Belmont Main Drains all flow north-west
into the Swan River. The City also
manages smaller, local stormwater
systems; of particular note are the Ascot
stables catchments. The majority of the
Perth Airport catchments are managed by
Perth Airport Pty Ltd.
South Belmont Main Drain and Mills St Drain have been identified as priority catchments for
nutrient reduction under the Swan Canning Water Quality Improvement Plan.
The City’s stormwater drainage systems consist of numerous compensating basins and
wetlands, some of which are maintained by the City with stormwater used for irrigation.
Many of these are developed as passive recreation reserves, with capability for nutrient
retention and stripping by macrophytes and other fringing vegetation.
The areas monitored by City of Belmont for stormwater quality are outlined in the Belmont
Stormwater Monitoring – Sampling and Analysis Plan, which is reviewed every two years
The Ascot Stables area has been monitored since 1999 and South Belmont Main Drain
since 2001. The City commenced regular monitoring at Ascot Racecourse lakes and Central
Belmont Main Drain in 2005 and the Canning Plains catchment in 2016.

Air Quality
Air quality continues to be a key environmental concern for the community, with the potential
to affect human health and the environment. Perth experiences occasional episodes of poor
air quality, primarily photochemical smog in summer and particle haze in winter. Major
sources of pollution are motor vehicles and aircraft, domestic sources (principally wood
heaters), industry and fire hazard reduction burns.
The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation is the responsible authority for the
management of air quality in Western Australia, implementing an extensive Air Quality
Management program.
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The City’s role in protection of air quality involves responding to complaints regarding dust,
visible smoke and odour, implementation of measures through land use planning and
development control process and consideration of air quality in purchase of vehicle fleet and
plant.

Noise
Obtrusive and unwanted noise is as much a consequence of urban life as noise generated
through poorly planned and ill-considered land use. The majority of noise complaints the City
receives relates to situations, such as amplified music on residential properties, early
morning construction noise with occasional complaints generated by industrial land uses.
The City’s Environmental Health Officers administer the Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations 1997, which aims to protect the community from unnecessary noise while letting
others carry out their business and social activities. It is also the City’s responsibility to
assess the likely impact of noise through the Local Planning Scheme and development
approval process.
Aircraft noise is a matter largely out of the City’s control, as the Perth Airport is subject to
Federal legislation through the Airports Act 1996. However, issues relating to noise and the
future development of the airport are of major concern to the City which is actively involved
in the operations of the Perth Airport Municipalities Group (PAMG) and the Australian
Mayoral Aviation Council (AMAC).
Through these bodies the City seeks to influence the long term planning and development of
the Airport with a view to reducing the impact of aircraft noise on the community.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving objectives relating to prevention of pollution and environmental
degradation:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Respond to issues of littering and illegal dumping
Continue MOU with Housing Industry Association
and respond to illegal dumping on building sites
Respond to water quality issues such as
unauthorised discharges, disposal of liquid waste
and erosion/sedimentation, utilising the Dust and
Liquid Waste Local Law 2007, Environmental
Protection
(Unauthorised
Discharges)
Regulations 2004, Litter Act 1979, and Health
Local Law 2002
Respond to noise and air quality issues such as
dust, odour and visible smoke, utilising the Dust
and Liquid Waste Local Law 2007, Environmental
Protection
(Unauthorised
Discharges)
Regulations 2004, Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997 and Health Local Law
2002
Ensure environmental incidents arising from City
operations are reported and (if warranted),
investigated
Manage environmental risks associated with City
operations in RMSS
Senior Management GroupExecutive Leadership
Team to review all significant environmental
aspects (those associated with a high or extreme residual risk rating)
34

Comment [ND27]: MoU is no longer in
existence
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•

Ensure adequate Erosion and Sediment Control and assessment of Acid Sulfate Soils
risk is undertaken for City construction works
Prevent removal and/or damage to street trees when conducting City construction
works through modification of design, and use of air spading
Work with the Department of Parks & WildlifeBiodiversity, Conservation and
Attractions through the Drainage and Nutrient Intervention Program and Water
Corporation through the Drains for Liveability program to retrofit drainage
systems and sumps within the City
Conduct leaf tissue analysis prior to fertilising of active reserves, and use slow release,
phosphorus free fertilisers near waterways
Ensure only slow release fertiliser is used within 15 metres of waterways
Conduct analysis of nutrient concentrations in leachate from lysimeters installed within
Public Open Space locations
Limit use of herbicides near waterways to those recommended as safe for frogs and
aquatic life
Conduct an annual audit of the Operations Centre to ensure compliance with the
Environmental Protection (Unauthorised Discharges) Regulations 2004 and
Controlled Waste Regulations 2004
As per Sampling and Analysis Plan, implement regular stormwater monitoring of
nutrient and non-nutrient contaminants with submittal of results to the Department of
Water’s Water Information Network and quarterly summary reports to internal
stakeholders
Install Stormwater Pollutant Traps at strategic locations to improve quality of water
entering the Swan River, and ensure regular cleaning/eduction
Schedule installation of street trees in new developments to occur after building
construction has been completed, to avoid issues with removal/damage.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of noise & air quality issues addressed enforcement of relevant Regulations and
Local Laws
Number of water quality issues addressed/ enforcement of local laws/ Environmental
Protection (Unauthorised Discharges) Regulations 2004
Number of annual stormwater monitoring events
Number of Stormwater Pollutant Traps installed
m 2 of buffer zones created
Number of trees retained as a result of air spading
% actions or environmental risks in RMSS overdue for review
% of significant environmental aspects reviewed by Senior Management.Executive
Leadership Team.
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Undertake major report on results of
stormwater monitoring of nutrient and
non-nutrient contaminants and review the
Sampling and Analysis Plan.

Review turf management activities within
50m of wetlands (including mowing,
irrigation and application of fertiliser,
wetting agents and soil amendments),
against environmental best practice.

Develop a Nutrient Awareness Campaign
for the Ascot Stables stormwater
catchment, with an aim to improve water
quality through further education,
awareness and enforcement of local laws

4.1

4.2

4.3

Action

New Actions

Every 2 years
(2017/18 &
2019/20)
20172018/1819

2017/18 and
ongoing

Environmental Officer

Manager- Parks &
EnvironmentEnvironmental
Officer Light Industry

Environmental Officer
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible Officer

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Outcomes noted in Attachment to
Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Recommendations developed
with outcome noted in Attachment
to Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Report completed and updated
Sampling and Analysis Plan
produced.

Measurable outcome

Comment [ND28]: Extension of
timeframe and change to responsibility
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5.

RESOURCE USE, WASTE AND CARBON EMISSIONS

RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 2:
“Enhance the City’s environmental sustainability through the efficient use of natural
resources and minimise the City’s carbon footprint”
Resource use, waste generation and carbon emissions are associated with several aspects
of City operations.
These include buildings occupied by City staff; such as the Civic Centre, Harman Park
Community Centre, Library, Museum and Operations Centre, community buildings available
for casual and/or seasonal hire, premises leased to commercial or community entities and
facilities managed by a contract/ tender or other arrangement.
In addition to buildings and facilities, resource use is associated with Public Open Space
(primarily for irrigation), fuel consumption by vehicle fleet and plant, street lighting and
auxiliary lighting.

In 2016 the City commenced subscription to Planet Footprint monitoring software, to assist
in managing energy and Scheme water consumption. The majority of water for irrigation is
sourced from groundwater or stormwater, with a superficial groundwater licence allocation of
7500 kL per hectare of Public Open Space, per year.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following additional activities and projects to
progress towards achieving resource use objectives:
•
•

Request information from contracted Council facilities (Belmont Oasis and Faulkner
Retirement Village) and Independent Living Units on energy and water consumption,
and review annual use (per patron/ resident) against accepted benchmarks
At time of scheduled upgrade of City buildings, set benchmarks for environmental
sustainability.

As specified in the Owners Project Requirements document, the following
performance targets have been set for the Faulkner Civic Precinct Community Centre:
•
60% reduction in energy consumption in comparison to BCA Minimum Practice
•
20% renewable energy
•
20% reduction in water consumption over benchmark
•
75% + recycling in operations
•
>90% recycling in construction.
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Energy Management and Carbon
City operations resulting in the generation of
carbon emissions include energy use
associated with buildings, streetlights, auxiliary
lighting and parks (pumps, lighting and BBQs),
emissions from vehicle fleet and plant, as well
as the breakdown of waste resulting in methane
generation.
Previously the City of Belmont has been
involved in the International Council for Local
Environmental Initiatives’ (ICLEI) Cities for
Climate Protection (CCP) Program, having
achieved Milestones 1-5. With dissolution of
Solar pool heating system on the roof of
this program in 2009, the City commenced
Belmont Oasis Leisure Centre
participation in the EMRC’s ACER (Achieving
Carbon Emissions Reduction) program to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions. Under the ACER program, the City joined the WALGA Emissions Reporting
Platform hosted by Greensense Consulting in 2010/11 and participated until its
discontinuation in June 2015.
From 2005 to 2012 the City was involved on an annual basis with the Carbon Neutral
Program to offset carbon dioxide emissions from the City’s light vehicle fleet. In From 20122015, Council resolved to instead set aside a designated carbon sequestration planting sites
were established as an alternative to involvement in the Carbon Neutral Program. This was
due to new advice regarding the ineligibility of public land for the lodgement of carbon rights
or carbon covenants, and subsequent inability to refer to Carbon Neutral trees as offsets.
This program is provided a great opportunity for City staff to be involved in a corporate tree
planting day within the City, and will continue if suitable planting sites are identified in future.
Current goals for energy efficiency and carbon emission reduction for City managed
buildings/ facilities are to:
•

•

•

Maintain annual energy consumption
per FTE at the Operations Centre to
within 10% of 2015/16 levels until
2021
Reduce
annual
electricity
consumption
at
Harman
Park
Community Centre by 10%, from
2014/15 levels by 2020/21
Reduce the average ‘CO2 tailpipe
emissions rating’ of the City’s light
vehicle fleet between 2016 and 2021.

The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following additional activities and projects to
progress towards achieving energy management and carbon objectives.
•
•
•

Consider the CO2 tailpipe emissions (g/km) as per the Green Vehicle Guide when
selecting replacement vehicles for the operational and light vehicle fleet
Consider environmental benefits of electric vehicles and potential incorporation into the
light vehicle fleet
Include “whole of life” fuel use as a tender criterion for new plant purchased, based on
fuel efficiency (L/hr) and expected lifetime operating hours
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Comment [ND29]: A new ongoing
action has been included under the
‘Resource Use, Waste and Carbon
Emissions’ chapter to fully offset the
emissions of the City’s light vehicle fleet
through purchase of carbon offsets.
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•

Conduct an annual re-inventory of carbon emissions, for sites/ facilities operated by
the City
Investigate new energy efficient technology when replacing assets such as street and
civic lighting, internal lighting, HVAC systems and pumps
Purchase 25% renewable energy or equivalent in “Gold standard” carbon offsets
certified under the National Carbon Offset Standard, for the City’s contestable top five
highest electricity consuming sites and to fully offset the City’s light vehicle fleet
emissions
Reinvest the equivalent value of purchasing 25% renewable energy for these sites (the
“energy fund”) based on Synergy’s Natural Power rate, into renewable power
generation or energy efficiency upgrades
Participate in the ACER (Achieving Carbon Emissions Reduction) program being
coordinated by the EMRC
Monitor performance of solar PV systems installed on City buildings
All new carpark lighting to consist of energy efficient technology
Upgrade sports field lighting to energy efficient alternatives at the time of facility
upgrade.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Indicators:
•

Annual Corporate carbon emissions (CO2e)

•

Number of energy efficiency retrofits of City facilities implemented

•

Annual energy (electricity & gas) consumption at City managed sites and facilities

•

Average ‘CO2 tailpipe emissions rating’ rating of vehicle fleets as per the Green Vehicle
Guide

•

Annual energy consumption per FTE (Civic Centre) at the Administration Building account

•

Annual energy consumption per FTE at the Operations Centre

•

Total size of solar PV systems installed on City buildings

•

Total annual electricity generated by solar PV systems installed on City buildings.

Water Efficiency
The City seeks to improve water efficiency in both scheme water and groundwater
consumption. This primarily occurs through the City’s involvement in the Water Corporation
and Department of Water’s Waterwise Council Program and the implementation of
operational documents such as the Groundwater Licence Operating Strategy and Water
Efficiency Action Plan.
In 2011 the City was recognised as a Waterwise Council, an accolade that identifies the City
as having implemented best practice water management strategies with an ongoing
commitment to water efficiency. As per the Waterwise Council Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU), to which the City is a signatory, the City still remains committed to
maintaining its accreditation into the future. To achieve annual re-endorsement, the City is
required to meet a range of criteria as outlined in the MoU.
Historically, the City has been involved with the International Council for Local Environmental
Initiatives (ICLEI) Water Campaign Program. Since joining the Water Campaign in 2004, the
City progressed through the milestones which included:
•
•
•
•

Milestone 1: completion of an inventory of water consumption and a water quality
practices gap analysis
Milestone 2: setting goals to improve water management
Milestone 3: development of a Local Action Plan
Milestone 4: implementation of the Local Action Plan
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Comment [ND30]: Originally the City
had five contestable sites, hence the
reference to the “top five sites”. To achieve
the original intent, it is proposed to revise
this to instead refer to contestable sites
(currently six sites).
Comment [ND31]: Proposed due to
unavailability of a planting site in Belmont
suitable to accommodate the required
number of trees for carbon sequestration of
the City’s light vehicle fleet.
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•

Milestone 5: completion of a second inventory and reporting on progress.

Upon completing Milestone 5 in 2010, the City continued to undertake an annual reinventory of Scheme water consumption, with assistance from the Eastern Metropolitan
Regional Council (EMRC), demonstrating continued commitment towards improved water
management.
The City’s success in meeting previous water consumption goals is summarised below.
Associated program
Milestone 2 of Water
Campaign

Environment
2010-2016

Plan

Goal
45% reduction in Corporate Scheme water
consumption from 1999-00 levels by 2010-11
30% reduction in Community Water Consumption
per residential property from 2000-01 levels by
2009-10
Maintain Corporate scheme water consumption at
or below 2009-10 levels by 2014-15
Maintain residential water consumption at or
below 125 kL per capita by 2014-15
Manage groundwater abstraction to remain within
the City’s total licensed allocation for the duration
of the licence.

Results
41.1% reduction
Residential usage (per
property) decreased by
21%
Increased by 4%
Met ( 89kL per capita)
Met

Current goals for water efficiency set in the Water Efficiency Action Plan 2016-2021
are to:
•
•

Maintain corporate scheme water use to within 10% of 2014/15 levels (72,878 kL)
by 2021
Promote through City events the efficient use of water and for its residents to
maintain water consumption below 125 kL per person.

The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following additional activities and projects to
progress towards achieving water efficiency and water conservation objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Irrigate public open spaces (active and passive recreational reserves, streetscapes
and gardens)with groundwater or, where practicable, stormwater
Hold regular meetings of Groundwater Use Strategic and Operational Teams to
manage the use of the City’s groundwater resources, utilising the Groundwater Use
Management (GUM) Software package
Where appropriate, reduce turf water requirements through the modification of fertiliser
applications, the application of wetting agents and the trialling of soil amendments
Contribute to the UWA Turf Research Projects, including ‘Application of soil
amendments to maintain turf quality on sandy soils under reduced irrigation’
Upgrade irrigation systems incorporating hydrozones, as per Asset Management
Plans, taking into account future
demand for turf due to increases in
population density
Create
passive
reserves
and
landscaped areas with
low water
requirement plant species
Conduct an annual water reinventory
for scheme water consumption in City
buildings and facilities and investigate
changes in annual water use of >15%
for each facility
Investigate and invest in new
technologies that assists in gaining
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•

maximum efficiencies in groundwater management.
Investigate new water efficient technology when replacing existing assets such as
cisterns and taps.
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Waste Reduction
Waste management is an important consideration, with an
anticipated growing population within the City of Belmont. The
amount of space available for landfill is limited, and waste
produces methane, a greenhouse gas, when breaking down. In
addition, valuable resources can be lost in the disposal of waste
to landfill, increasing demand on natural resources.

The City of Belmont promotes the 4Rs of waste management; Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and
Recover to the community and internally to City staff.
•
•
•
•

REDUCE is to limit the amount of waste you create in
the first place. This
includes buying products with less
packaging
REUSE means to use something again that you would
normally throw away (eg.
Glass jar for food or plastic bags for bin liners.)
RECYCLE means the product goes through a mechanical process to change its form.
This is only recommended when reducing and reusing are not possible
RECOVER is to convert waste into resources (such as electricity, heat, compost and
fuel) through thermal and biological means. Resource Recovery occurs after reduce,
reuse and recycle has been attempted.

The City’s current goals for waste reduction are to:
•

•

Reduce the percentage of recyclable material and quantity (by weight and
volume) of single use disposable plastics in the Civic Centre bulk bingeneral
waste (landfill) at the time of the annual audit in comparison to 2016/17previous
audit results
Minimise sheets of paper printed annually (calendar year) for Councillor
communications below 2016 figures.

The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving waste minimisation objectives:
•
•
•

Recycle waste materials including organic waste,
mobile phones, ink cartridges, paper, cardboard,
fluorescent lights, batteries, roadbase and scrap metal
Use the City’s street tree prunings as mulch for
landscaping and environmental restoration projects
Provide information and facilities to assist staff to
reduce, re-use and recycle
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Comment [ND32]: Based on suggestion
from Cr Wolff
Comment [ND33]: Change to wording
as the Civic Centre bulk bin will no longer
be in existence following construction of
the bin store in 2018
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•

Specify requirements for waste minimisation and recycling in Terms and Conditions for
food vendors at City events
Conduct annual audit of bulk bingeneral waste at Civic Centre to monitor recyclable
material and single use disposable plastics being disposed to landfill.

•

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual tonnages of waste to landfill, recyclables and green waste from the City’s Operations
Centre
Quantity of office paper purchased annually
% recyclable material in bulk binCivic Centre general waste at time of audit
Weight and volume of single use disposable plastics in Civic Centre general waste at time of
audit
Annual kg of mobile phones, ink cartridges, domestic batteries & fluorescent light tubes
recycled at Civic Centre
Sheets of paper printed annually (calendar year) for Councillor communications.
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Comment [ND34]: Currently
undertaken but not previously referenced

Utilise the “energy fund” to install solar PV
systems on City buildings, as per
recommendations of the business case
developed.

5.3

5.6

5.5

Consider relevance and benefits of
evaluating the City against sustainability

Develop a Waste Minimisation Plan for the
Faulkner Civic Precinct, including the Civic
Centre, Ruth Faulkner Public Library,
Functions Centre and new Community
Centre.

Achieve a 5 Star Green Star rating (Design
and As Built) for the new Faulkner Civic
Precinct Community Centre.

Implement a commitment pledge/
Memorandum of Understanding with one
lessee of a City owned building/ facility,
regarding environmental sustainability
initiatives.

5.2

5.4

Actively monitor and manage energy and
water consumption of City operated
facilities through use of Planet Footprint,
and review annual use in comparison to
benchmarks (per FTE / per booking hour/
2
per m floor area).

5.1

Action

New Actions

2017/18 and
ongoing

Coordinator Environment
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Manager Health and
Community Safety
Coordinator Environment

Manager Property &
Economic Development

Manager- Building
Services

Coordinator Environment

Manager Building
Services
Manager- Building
Services

CoordinatorEnvironment

Coordinator Property &
Economic Development

2016/17 and
ongoing

Coordinator Environment

2018/19

Cost depended on
framework
recommended

Officer time

$900,000 (Costs
captured in existing
budgets)

2019/20/21

2019/20

Approximately
$20,000 per annum
(Costs captured in
existing budgets).

2016/17 and
ongoing2020/21

Officer time

Costs captured in
Corporate Business
Plan

Timeframe for
Estimated
implementation Budget Cost

Responsible Officer

Outcomes noted in Attachment
to Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Solar PV system installed at
Belmont Sports and Recreation
Centre in 2016/17 and future
facility (dependent on business
case) in 2020/21.
Rating met following
construction, and following 12
month occupancy of building
(early 2021).
Waste Minimisation Plan
developed prior to opening of
Faulkner Civic Precinct
Community Centre estimated
to be mid 2019early 2020.

Outcomes noted in Attachment
to Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Annual review conducted
based on financial year and
results presented at Standing
Committee (Environmental)
meeting.

Measurable outcome

Comment [ND35]: Due to
incorporation of the Water Sensitive Cities
Index into the Waterwise Council Program,
a benchmarking workshop may assist in
achieving Gold Standard. The cost of
workshop facilitation is also currently fully
subsidised by the Water Corporation.
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5.8

5.7

Action

Implement actions and submit for Gold
Standard Waterwise Council recognition

Develop an Environmental Sustainability
events checklist to assist City staff when
planning and delivering events on behalf of
the City

frameworks such as the CRC for Water
Sensitive Cities Index

Environmental Officer
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Coordinator Environment

Responsible Officer

2020/21

2018/19

Officer time

Officer time

Timeframe for
Estimated
implementation Budget Cost

Actions required to achieve
Gold Standard implemented
and application submitted in
October 2020

Checklist developed in
consultation with relevant staff
and uploaded on BelNet

Measurable outcome

Comment [ND37]: Gold Standard
involves significant progress towards, or
achievement of, a further five actions per
annum, above and beyond those required
for general Waterwise Council
endorsement.

Comment [ND36]: Proposed to assist in
reducing single use disposable plastics (and
other environmental impacts) of the City’s
events and will be similar to the Accessible
and Inclusive Event Checklist (Draft)
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6.

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 3:
“Ensure future resilience to a changing climate”
Human-induced climate change is recognised as
a key environmental issue facing the City of
Belmont now and into the future, with Council a
signatory to the WALGA Local Government
Climate Change Declaration. Scientific modelling
indicates that the south west of Western
Australia, including the City of Belmont will
continue to be hard hit by forecast reductions in
rainfall, increased temperatures and further
reductions in surface and groundwater
resources.

To respond to the predicted impacts of climate
change, the City is working with the EMRC to
implement regional and local ‘Future Proofing’
Climate Change Adaptation Action Plans.
Implementation of these plans will ensure that
the City is well positioned to respond to the
predicted impacts of climate change.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the
following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving our climate change adaptation
objectives:
•

Participate in the Future Proofing program
being coordinated by the EMRC
Implement the City of Belmont Local
Climate Change Adaptation Plan
Manage climate change risks in RMSS
Senior
Management
GroupExecutive
Leadership Team to review all climate
change risks with a “high” or “extreme”
residual risk rating.

•
•
•

Indicators:
•
•

% actions or climate change risks in RMSS overdue for review
% climate change risks with high or extreme residual risk rating reviewed by Senior
Management GroupExecutive Leadership Team.
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Participate in the EMRC’s
“Understanding and Managing Flood
Risk in Perth's Eastern Region” project;
Stage 3: Flood Risk and Vulnerability
Assessment, Floodplain Development
Strategy and
Stage 4: Flood Intelligence and
Adaptation Planning.

Review the Local Climate Change
Adaptation Action Plan.

Consider WALGA’s revised Climate
Change Policy Statement in annual
review of the Council Policy Manual.

Consider WALGA’s Discussion Paper
on Divestment in Fossil Fuels:
Opportunities for Local Governments at
time of next review of Policy BEXB 35
Investment of Funds.

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

Action

New Actions

2017/188/19

2018/19

2018/19

2018/19

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment
Coordinator
Environment in
consultation with
Manager Finance
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Officer Time

Officer time

Officer time

Costs captured in
Corporate Business
Plan.

Estimated
Budget Cost

Outcome of consideration noted in
Attachment to Standing Committee
(Environment)

Revised Plan published on BelNet.
Outcome of consideration noted in
Attachment to Standing Committee
(Environment)

Decision made on participation in
Stage 3 (Flood risk and vulnerability
assessment, Floodplain
Development Strategy).
Overall risks associated with
climate change reviewed and any
new risks added to RMSS.

Project updates reviewed and
relevant officers involved in
development of Adaptation
Strategies.

Measurable outcome

Since then, WALGA released a discussion
paper in 2017 on Divestment in Fossil
Fuels: Opportunities for Local Government.

When the performance and associated risks
of two proposed ADI’s are seen to be equal
then their exposure to lending to Fossil
Fuels in Australia will be considered

Comment [ND40]: The 2016 review of
Policy BEXB35- Investment of Funds
resulted in addition the following clause,
associated with divestment:

Comment [ND39]: A Discussion Paper
was released for input from Local
Government from November 2017 - mid
January 2018. WALGA is currently
reviewing all comments to produce a draft
revised Climate Change Policy Statement.

Comment [ND38]: Timeframe
extended to reflect anticipated completion
of Stage 3 in 2018 and future participation
in Stage 4
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(Environmental)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City’s ‘Environment and Sustainability Policy’ (NB3) outlines Council’s commitment to
develop, implement and regularly review an organisation-wide Environment and
Sustainability Strategy. The Strategy aligns with the City of Belmont Strategic Community
Plan 2016-2036 and directs environmental management and sustainable use of natural
resources by the City.
The focus of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy is to proactively develop objectives
and actions that will result in enhancement of the natural environment and improvements in
environmental performance. While the Environment Section has primary responsibility for its
coordination, a range of internal departments are responsible for implementing actions
contained in the Strategy. In this respect, the Environment and Sustainability Strategy is an
organisation-wide document.
Part I of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy provides an introduction and
background information on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy
Links to the City of Belmont’s Strategic Community Plan 2016-2036
Relevant Corporate Documents and Key Relationships
Previous Achievements
Key Stakeholders
Environmental Management System and Structure.

Part II outlines key current and emerging environmental issues facing the City of Belmont
and its community. Both the Corporate Philosophy and Community Awareness areas relate
to all identified environmental issues.
Objectives, targets, indicators and actions (ongoing and new), linked to policy commitments
have been identified for each of the following chapters:
•

Corporate Philosophy

•

•

Community Awareness, Engagement
and Behaviour Change
Natural Environment and Biodiversity

•

•

•

Prevention
of
Pollution
and
Environmental Degradation
Resource Use, Waste and Carbon
Emissions
Climate Change Adaptation

The City’s goals and targets for environmental sustainability are specified in the Resource
Use, Waste and Carbon Emissions chapter.
Ongoing actions are those that the City is currently undertaking, that are included in existing
budgets.
For each new action a timeframe, responsible officer, estimated budget cost and measurable
outcome has been assigned. Timeframes have been classified as immediate (to be
completed by 2016-17) short term (2017-18), medium term (2018-19 to 2019-20) or long
term (2020-21).
The only additional direct financial cost to implement actions included in the Strategy is
associated with action 2.3 ‘Participate in EMRC’s Bush Skills 4 Youth Program’. This
involves a cost of $3500 in 2018/19 and $7000 (plus CPI) per annum in future years. ‘
The cost of implementing all remaining actions, both ongoing and new is included in existing
maintenance, capital renewal/ upgrade or operating budgets, or is accounted for in the
Corporate Business Plan. A significant but unquantified cost is related to officer time, which
involves not only the activities of Environment Section staff, but also those identified as
responsible officers.
5
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PART I

INTRODUCTION
The City of Belmont is located 5 kilometres east of the Perth Central Business District to
which it is connected by Great Eastern Highway and the Graham Farmer Freeway. The City
encompasses a total land area of 40 square kilometres, including significant river foreshore
areas. Suburbs include Ascot, Belmont, Cloverdale, Kewdale, Perth Airport, Redcliffe and
Rivervale. European settlement of the Belmont area dates from 1831, with land used mainly
for farming. Horse racing was established in the late 1840s, and market gardening in the
1880s and 1890s. Significant development occurred in the post-war years, with the
population peaking in the early 1970s at 32,000. It was not until 2007 that Belmont’s
population again reached this figure.
The estimated resident population of the City of Belmont at the most recent 2016 census
was 41,270. Predictions of future population change as per the WA Planning Commission’s
WA Tomorrow (2015), indicate a median future population of 45,100 residents in 2021.
Today the City of Belmont is home to Perth Airport, Kewdale Freight Terminal, the horse
racing industry, significant commercial and industrial activities, extensive residential areas
and many parks and recreation reserves. As a result, the City of Belmont is a significant
centre of employment as well as offering relaxed lifestyle opportunities not readily available
in other inner-metropolitan localities.
Unique natural features located within the City of Belmont include the Swan River foreshore,
Bush Forever sites at Perth Airport and Ascot Waters, drainage systems and natural areas
such as Signal Hill bushland, Tomato Lake and Garvey Park. In addition, the positioning of
the City as a gateway to Perth and the combination of residential, commercial and industrial
land uses located in close proximity to the natural environment are significant considerations
in environmental management.
SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
The City of Belmont Environment and Sustainability Strategy is the main strategic document
directing environmental management and sustainable use of natural resources by the City.
Environmental management encompasses a wide range of activities, as outlined in the
definition of ‘environment’ below:
‘The space in which the day to day activities of the City and its community function. It
includes the natural aspects of air, water, land, biodiversity, flora, fauna, the human
beings that act upon and interact with these elements and the social & cultural values
that are directly associated with the natural environmental aspects.’
While focusing on City operations, the Strategy also includes engagement with the wider
Belmont residential and business community.
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LINKS TO THE CITY OF BELMONT’S STRATEGIC COMMUNITY PLAN 2016-2036
The Strategic Community Plan sets the direction that Council will take, and Management will
follow in the City of Belmont over the next twenty years. It establishes objectives, strategies
to achieve them, and measurable performance indicators to enable Council and the
Community to review progress.
The City’s Vision Statement is as follows:
“City of Belmont - City of Opportunity: The City of Belmont will be home to a diverse and
harmonious community, thriving from the opportunities of our unique, riverside City.”
To be successful, outcomes must be achieved for:
•
•
•
•

The residential community (Social Belmont)
The City’s business community (Business Belmont)
The natural environment (Natural Belmont)
The man-made physical structure and layout of the City (Built Belmont).

These four areas of achievement make up the
Key Result Areas (KRA) of the Strategic
Community Plan and each KRA interacts with
others. Activities identified within the ‘Natural
Belmont’ KRA include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental education
Environmental management
Parks and public open space
Pollution management
River foreshore management
TravelSmart
Water and energy efficiency.

Implementation of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy directly assists in achieving
the following Natural Belmont objectives of the Strategic Community Plan 2016-2036:
•

Objective 1: Protect and enhance our natural environment

•

Objective 2: Enhance the City’s environmental sustainability through the efficient use
of natural resources and minimise the City’s carbon footprint

•

Objective 3: Ensure future resilience to a changing climate.
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Water Efficiency
Action Plan
Groundwater Use
Management Plan and
Operating Strategy

Environmental
Maintenance Plan,
Schedules and
Reserve Management
Plans

Collective Local
Biodiversity Strategy

TravelSmart Workplace Plan

Risk Management Plan
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Safety Management Plan

Sustainable Transport Plan

BMS Manual

Belmont
Foreshore
Precinct Plan

Tree Register and Public
Open Space Strategy

LPS No. 15 Supporting
Documents – Environment,

Local Planning Policies

Street Tree Plan

Stormwater Management
Plan

Canopy Plan

Urban Forest Strategy

City of Belmont Policy
Manual

Local Climate Change
Adaptation Action Plan

Environment and Sustainability Strategy

Corporate Business Plan

Strategic Community Plan 2016-2036

The relationship between the Environment and Sustainability Strategy and other Corporate Documents of key relevance is shown below. There are
many other strategies and plans that also have linkages.

RELEVANT CORPORATE DOCUMENTS AND KEY RELATIONSHIPS
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PREVIOUS ACHIEVEMENTS
Key achievements are published in the City of Belmont Annual Report for each respective
financial year, under the Standing Committee (Environmental) section.
Actions completed from the City of Belmont Environment and Sustainability Strategy
2016-2021 are outlined below.
2016/17
Action
number

Action

1.1

Review Council Policy NB4. Dangerous Trees to ensure compliance with the
Environmental Protection (Clearing of Native Vegetation) Regulations 2004.

1.2

Consider WALGA’s Draft Discussion Paper Divestment in Fossil Fuels - Opportunities for
Local Governments in WA, in annual review of Council Policy BEXB35- Investment of
Funds.

1.3

Consider formation of a staff Environment and Sustainability Continuous Improvement
Team.

1.5

Implement an environmental induction program for new staff, with staff in relevant roles to
complete Waterwise Garden and Irrigation, Water Auditing and Fertilise Wise training.

1.6

Promote relevance of environment/ sustainability to the City’s values, the “Innovation
Webform” and relevant categories of the Star Awards (i.e. innovation).

1.7

Review environmental legislation matrix and include in staff induction.

1.8

Create central register of updates received through Enviro Law stating relevance to City
Operations, subsequent changes implemented to City procedures and communication
undertaken.

1.9

Incorporate environmental considerations when planning major community events.

1.10

Advocate for regional investigation of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development by EMRC, and consider relevance to transition of
the City‘s EMS to the ISO 14001: 2015 standard.

2.2

Advocate for development of a regional Business Environmental Awards program by
EMRC at upcoming regional workshops to plan programmes post 30 June 2017.

2.3

Consider incentives for establishment of verge landscaping that supports environmental
outcomes through the Water Corporation’s Waterwise Verge Enhancement Scheme or
equivalent.

2.4

Pursue development of a switched on business! initiative (based on switched on schools)
with switch your thinking!, to promote environmental achievements of businesses.

3.1

Implement foreshore stabilisation works at Garvey Park, Ascot Racecourse foreshore and
other priority sites for erosion control.

3.3

Investigate value of undertaking regular biological surveys of natural areas to monitor
changes in local ecology.

3.4

Update the City’s Street Tree Plan to include information on ecological value of listed
species and develop Detailed Tree Selection for environmentally sensitive areas.

3.5

Implement recommendations of the “Assessment of Visual Amenity Options for
Compensating Basins” report.

4.1

Participate in the Department of Parks & Wildlife and Department of Environment
Regulation’s Light Industry project in 2016/17.

4.2

Review the City’s Erosion and Sediment Control Work Instruction and Guidelines.
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4.3

Trial use of the EMRC’s Steam Weeder to determine effectiveness and efficiency of
operation for weed control in garden beds, hardstand and natural areas.

4.4

At the time of next review of Policies BB4. Manholes and Stormwater Connections & NB2.
Storm Water Disposal From Private Properties, consider including reference to technical
and water quality standards for private connections to the City’s stormwater network.

5.1

Actively monitor and manage energy and water consumption of City operated facilities
through use of Planet Footprint, and review annual use in comparison to benchmarks (per
2
FTE / per booking hour/ per m floor area).

5.2

Investigate potential for sub-metering to identify individual electricity use by lessees of the
Youth and Family Services Centre.

5.3

Trial a commitment pledge/ Memorandum of Understanding with one lessee of a City
owned building/ facility, regarding environmental sustainability initiatives.

5.5

Utilise the “energy fund” to install solar PV systems on City buildings, as per
recommendations of the business case developed.

5.6

Include “whole of life” fuel use as a tender criterion for new plant purchased, based on fuel
efficiency (L/hr) and expected lifetime operating hours.

5.8

Discuss opportunities for potential future use of stormwater from Perth Airport’s detention
basin to be created at the time of development of land adjacent Dunreath Drive.

6.1

Participate in the EMRC’s “Understanding and Managing Flood Risk in Perth's Eastern
Region: Stage 2” project and consider participation in Stage 3 depending on outcomes of
grant application.

2017/18
Action
number

Action

1.2

Advocate for regional investigation of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development by EMRC, and consider relevance to transition of
the City‘s EMS to the ISO 14001: 2015 standard.

1.3

Transition the City’s EMS to the ISO 14001: 2015 standard, with certification achieved
following 2018 external audit.

3.2

Obtain “as constructed” digital designs for stormwater drainage upon completion of the
Tonkin Highway upgrade, and incorporate into the City’s Intramaps system.

3.7

Revise the City’s Process Map for “Obtaining Approval for Ground Disturbing Works at
Aboriginal Heritage Sites”, based on the Noongar Standard Heritage Agreement.

3.8

Revise the the City’s Process Map for “Clearing of native vegetation” to include referrals
under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

3.9

Develop an Urban Forest Policy to reinforce and support the objectives of the City’s Urban
Forest Strategy and the Canopy Plan currently under development.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS FOR THE CITY OF BELMONT
Developing partnerships with external stakeholders is critical if the City of Belmont wishes to
be successful in the area of environmental management, as environmental issues do not
recognise Local Government boundaries. Involvement in cooperative and mutually beneficial
partnership projects facilitates information and knowledge transfer, as well as creating the
potential for cost and resource sharing.
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Some of the key stakeholders identified for environmental management in the City of
Belmont include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land owners, property developers, the Belmont Business Advisory Group and local
businesses, including Perth Airport, Belmont Forum and Perth Racing
State Government departments, including the Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation, Main Roads, Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions,
Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage, Water Corporation and WAPC
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council (EMRC)
Neighbouring Local Governments particularly those with shared catchments and
adjoining river foreshore
Environmental and ‘Friends Of’ groups, including Perth NRM and the South East
Regional Centre for Urban Landcare
River user groups such at Ascot Kayak Club
Green Stamp Program operators including the Motor Trade Association of Western
Australia and Printing Industries Association of Australia
Switch your thinking program and participating local governments
City of Belmont’s Aboriginal Reference Committee
The Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA) and associated
network groups
Local schools, registered environmental volunteers and general community members.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
Standing Committee (Environmental)
The Standing Committee (Environmental) plays a central role in integrating environmental
management into the core business of the City of Belmont and serves as the direct reporting
link to Council.
The broad purpose of the Committee is to consider and recommend to Council on matters of
strategic environmental importance and relevance to the City of Belmont. The primary
objectives of the Committee are to monitor the City’s performance against objectives and
targets and monitor the progress of and undertake review of the City of Belmont
Environment and Sustainabiilty Strategy.
The Committee comprises four Councillors: the Mayor (ex officio) plus one nominated
representative from each of the three wards (East, South, West). Further details on duties
and responsibilities as well as meetings and membership guidelines are outlined in the
Standing Committee (Environmental) Terms of Reference.
Responsible Business Units
The Parks and Environment Department
(specifically the Environment Section)
within the Technical Services Division
has overall responsibility for the
Environment and Sustainability Strategy
and environmental policies.
Specialised functions in relation to
environmental
management
and
sustainable use of natural resources are
also handled by other departments within
the City, as shown below.
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Examples of the types of activities undertaken by these departments are also listed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment and TravelSmart (environmental restoration projects, the maintenance of
natural areas and organisation of environmental events, activities and education
programs);
Planning Services (environmental planning, land use planning and development
control);
Technical Services (drainage and stormwater management);
Health and Community Safety (inspection of stables premises, waste management,
regulatory officers, setting conditions on development eg. wash down bays, spray
painting booths, oil/water separators);
Works (called in by Emergency Services to respond to major spills, installation of
Stormwater Pollutant Traps, vehicle fleet and plant);
Parks (management of groundwater for irrigation, hydrozoning, use of local native
species in landscaping); and
Building Services (energy/water use in City buildings, assessing Building Licence
Applications).
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The City of Belmont developed an Environmental Management System (EMS) in 2006,
certified to the AS/NZ: ISO 14001: 2004 standard, which transitioned to the2015 standard in
2018. The Environmental Management System is used to develop and implement an
environmental policy, set objectives and targets, manage environmental aspects and
impacts and comply with environmental legal requirements.
The overall aim is to support environmental protection and the prevention of pollution in
balance with socio-economic needs. The standard follows the Plan-Do-Check-Act
methodology, as depicted in the diagram from the AS/NZ: ISO 14001: 2015 standard below.

The City’s Business Management System Manual documents how the requirements of the
ISO 14001 Standard are addressed in practice. Audits of the system are conducted twice
annually, consisting of annual internal and external audits.
The City of Belmont has developed an Environment and Sustainability Policy to guide its
business decisions and operational activities. This policy outlines Council’s commitment to
the development, implementation and regular review of an Environment and Sustainability
Strategy. The policy commitments outlined provide the basis for the objectives/ targets,
indicators and actions contained within this Strategy.
Monitoring and reporting of progress of Environment and Sustainability Strategy
implementation is conducted via the Standing Committee (Environmental), with updates
provided quarterly. Results on environmental performance are reported annually to the
Committee, with key findings published in the City of Belmont Annual Report.
Review and continual improvement occurs through regular review of environmental
performance, and subsequent annual review of environmental policies, environmental risks
and the Environment and Sustainability Strategy.
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NB 3: Environment and Sustainability Policy
Policy Objective:
The City of Belmont will maintain an effective Environmental Management System that
incorporates a continuous improvement philosophy in order to protect and enhance the
natural environment.
While focusing on City operations, the City will also engage with the wider Belmont
residential and business community to promote and encourage involvement in
environmental programmes, sustainable behaviour change and minimise risk of pollution
incidence.
The Environmental Management System shall continue to be integrated into the culture of
our organisation and commitment will be demonstrated through effective leadership and
communication to staff and those working under the City’s control.
Policy Statement:
The City of Belmont is committed to:
I.
II.

III.
IV.

V.
VI.
VII.

Undertake continual improvement of the Environmental Management System in
order to enhance environmental performance of City operations.
Protection and enhancement of the natural environment and biodiversity values
within the built environment, including remnant bushland, wetlands, river
foreshore and waterways.
Prevention of pollution to air, land or water, or damage to flora or fauna,
minimising harm and degradation to the natural environment.
Efficient use of energy, water, paper and other resources, reducing waste
generated and implementing renewable energy technologies to minimise the
City’s corporate carbon footprint.
Considering life cycle impacts and minimising single use disposable plastics.
Planning for and implementing measures to ‘future proof’ City operations against
the predicted impacts of climate change.
Compliance with relevant environmental legislation and other obligations.

Policy Detail:
The City of Belmont will
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop, implement and regularly review an organisation-wide Environment and
Sustainability Strategy
Set objectives, targets and indicators to monitor environmental performance and
review and report on outcomes
Identify strategic actions to achieve objectives, assigning responsibilities, timeframes
and budget requirements, monitoring progress of implementation
Consider environmental implications in project and event management,
procurement, decision-making and development of strategies and plans
Ensure the impact of future development on the environment is considered through
land use planning and development control
Maintain awareness of current and emerging environmental issues relevant to the
City of Belmont
Manage potential environmental impacts associated with City operations
(“environmental” risks) and predicted impacts of climate change (“climate change”
risks) as specified under City of Belmont Policy BEXB 34: Risk Management
Ensure awareness of and communication of environmental legislative requirements
relevant to Departmental activities to employees.
14
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Responsibilities
The development of the Environmental Management System and this policy is the
responsibility of the Executive Leadership Team. . Its implementation is the responsibility of
the Chief Executive Officer. The application of this policy is the responsibility of all City
employees and those working under the City’s control.
Reference/Associated Documents:
AS/ NZS ISO 14001- Environmental Management Systems standards
BEXB 21: Occupational Safety and Health
BEXB 34: Risk Management
BEXB 38: Business Improvement Policy
NB 1: Environmental Purchasing Policy
Reference to Internal Procedure:
BelNet Related Process Maps and Work Instructions

DEFINITIONS
N/A
MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REVIEW
Failure to meet environmental legislative responsibilities and commitments could result in
fines, reporting at a political and possible media level which would negatively affect the City’s
reputation amongst the community and stakeholders. Clearly there are risks to the local
environment and City of Belmont operations if proper procedures are not followed.
The policy will be reviewed annually.
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Management of Environmental Risks
The City has completed an environmental risk assessment based on the Australian/ New
Zealand Standard for Risk Management (AS/NZ ISO 31000). The risk assessment considers
the environmental aspects of City activities, and their potential impacts to air, land, surface
water, groundwater, the community, fauna and flora.
The management of environmental risks includes:
•

Identification of environmental aspects (activities that can result in an environmental
impact) and environmental impacts
Documentation of current controls in place that prevent adverse environmental impacts
from occurring
An assessment of the consequence and likelihood of each impact occurring, to
determine an overall risk rating
Identification of future controls that will be implemented to further manage the
‘extreme’ and ‘high’ risks identified.

•
•
•

Significant environmental aspects are those associated with a High or Extreme residual risk
rating, or with commitments in the Environment and Sustainability Policy.
The level of risk is evaluated as per the following tables:
Qualitative Measures of Consequence
LEVEL

DESCRIPTION

ENVIRONMENTAL

1

Insignificant

No environmental damage

2

Minor

Minor instances of environmental damage that could be reversed

3

Moderate

4

Major

5

Catastrophic

Isolated but significant instances of environmental damage that
might be reversed with intensive efforts
Severe loss of environmental amenity and a danger of continuing
environmental damage
Major widespread loss of environmental amenity and progressive,
irrecoverable environmental damage
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Qualitative Measures of Likelihood

LEVEL

DESCRIPTION
Almost
Certain

EXAMPLES

B

Likely

Will probably occur in most circumstances

C

Possible

Should occur at some time

D

Unlikely

Could occur at some time

E

Rare

May occur, only in exceptional
circumstances

A

Expected to occur in most circumstances

FREQUENCY
More than once per
year
At least once per
year
At least once in
three years.
At least once in ten
years
Less than once in
fifteen years.

RISK MATRIX – LEVEL OF RISK
LIKELIHOOD
A – Almost Certain
B – Likely
C – Possible
D – Unlikely
E- Rare

INSIGNIFICANT
1
High
Moderate
Low
Low
Low

MINOR
2
High
High
Moderate
Low
Low

MODERATE
3
Extreme
High
High
Moderate
Moderate

MAJOR
4
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
High
High

CATASTROPHIC
5
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
Extreme
High

The Environmental Risk Register is captured in the City’s RMSS risk management software
and is reviewed on an annual basis.
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PART II

1.

CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”

The City’s corporate philosophy towards environmental management relates to City of
Belmont operations and activities including project and event management, procurement,
decision making, land use planning and development control.
It is important that the City demonstrates leadership to the community by implementing
environmental ‘best practice’ wherever possible. Also of importance is establishing policies
and procedures to minimise the risk of environmental impacts arising from City operations.
The City’s internal Geographic Information System (Intramaps) includes numerous spatial
datasets that assist with environmental planning and consideration of environmental risks
and opportunities.
Corporate philosophy relates to all other environmental issues identified in Part II of the
Environment and Sustainability Strategy, including; natural environment and biodiversity,
prevention of pollution and environmental degradation, resource use, waste and carbon
emissions and climate change adaptation.
It is important that the City’s environmental policies and procedures are clearly
communicated to Councillors, City staff and contractors, and that they are followed.
Encouraging staff to suggest improvements and ensuring relevant officers are involved in
any changes to procedures is essential, as it draws on a wide range of knowledge and
experience from different areas of expertise.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following ongoing actions to progress toward
achieving the corporate philosophy objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Maintain the ISO 14001 certification of the City of Belmont’s Environmental
Management System
Conduct an annual internal audit of the Environmental Management System
Monitor and note changes to environmental legislation in a central register, and if
relevant to the City of Belmont, corresponding changes to City procedures and
communication undertaken
Undertake an annual review of the Natural Belmont section of the Corporate Business
Plan, Environment and Sustainability Strategy and environmental policies
Raise Councillor and staff awareness of environmental issues and initiatives including
seminars, workshops and training opportunities
Encourage City of Belmont staff to participate in environmental events and promote
environmental observance dates such as the International Day of Forests, World
Water Day, Earth Hour, World Environment Day, Plastic Free July and National
Recycling Week
Provide a forum for staff to identify, share and discuss environmental sustainability
initiatives
Implement an environmental awareness training program for new staff, with those in
relevant roles to complete Waterwise Garden and Irrigation, Water Auditing and
Fertilise Wise training
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote the City’s Environmental Management System, environmental policies,
environmental incident reporting and Environment and Sustainability Strategy to staff
and contractors
Promote relevance of environment/ sustainability to the City’s values, the “Innovation
Webform” and relevant categories of the Star Awards (i.e. innovation)
Implement the City of Belmont TravelSmart Workplace Plan to encourage active
transport, car pooling and public transport by City employees, thereby reducing sole
occupant vehicle transport
Provide information and facilities to assist staff to minimise waste and reduce, re-use
and recycle
Incorporate environmental sustainability considerations when planning major
community events
Submit an annual groundwater monitoring report to the Department of Water, as per
the Groundwater Use Management Plan and Operating Strategy
Continue to participate in the Waterwise Council Program by reporting annually to the
Water Corporation on water actions implemented
Consider information disseminated by EMRC on research outcomes of the
Cooperative Research Centre for Water Sensitive Cities regarding water management
When upgrading or installing new stormwater drainage infrastructure as part of major
City projects, consider retrofitting to improve ecological and water quality outcomes
Maintain Green Stamp accreditation of the City of Belmont’s Operations Centre
Participate in the partnership Fishing Line Bin project with Department of Parks &
Wildlife and Native Animal Rescue
Conduct annual check on compliance against commitments in:
o
Memorandum of Understanding- Waterwise Council Program
o
WA Local Government Climate Change Declaration
o
Fishing Line Bin Memorandum of Understanding.
Provide regular progress reports to the Standing Committee (Environmental) on
implementation of the Environment and Sustainability Strategy
Report annually to the Standing Committee (Environmental) on environmental
performance
Publish results on environmental performance in the City of Belmont Annual Report
Ensure environmental implications are identified for consideration in decision-making
Ensure a risk assessment including consideration of environmental risks is undertaken
when substantive change to an existing Council policy occurs, or a new policy is
developed
Complete risk assessments for all major City projects considering environmental risks
and opportunities, as per the trial Project Management Process Activation and Scaling
Process Map
Continue to apply Risk Markesr for all new and modified City Process Maps, including
consideration of environmental risks.
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Land Use Planning and Development Control
The City recognises the importance of ensuring that adequate provision for key
environmental issues is made in the land use planning and development control process. In
this way, the City can minimise the environmental impacts of the built environment.
The City’s Local Planning Scheme No. 15 is supported by an Environmental Planning
Strategy, which brings together key influencing factors impacting on the planning arena
within the City. This Strategy examines the current statutory context and associated actions
in regard to the environment and identifies the key environmental planning issues facing the
City. Also included in detail within the Strategy is a list of recommended actions in relation to
environmental planning.
The City must respond appropriately to the anticipated population growth to 45,100 residents
in 2021, and associated increase in population density. While this represents challenges
such as fragmentation of natural areas and loss of biodiversity, there is also the potential to
encourage development around specific nodes, resulting in positive outcomes such as
uptake of TravelSmart behaviour.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving objectives relevant to land use planning and development control:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the aim of Local Planning Scheme No. 15 “to protect and enhance the
environmental values and natural resources of the City and to promote ecologically
sustainable land use and development” is realised
Ensure the Environmental Planning and Public Open Space strategies underpinning
the Local Planning Scheme are given sufficient weight in all development
Promote Green Building Standards to businesses
Refer relevant subdivision and development applications to the Environment Section
for comment, and set conditions and/or include footnotes to minimise environmental
impacts of development
Place conditions on large greenfield subdivision applications to require a dust
management plan
Encourage redevelopment of neighbourhoods that encourage walking or cycling,
through the Local Planning Scheme
Ensure WAPC's Statement of Planning Policy 'Landuse planning in the vicinity of Perth
Airport' is applied in development applications
Environment Section in consultation with Planning Services to review and provide
comment on environmental impacts of Major Development Plans proposed for Perth
Airport
Follow Department of Water and Environmental Regulation guidelines and update City
records when notification is received of sites reported or classified under the
Contaminated Sites Act 2003 (WA)
Incorporate water sensitive urban design principles and best practice management
initiatives into developments
Conduct annual review of standard environmental planning conditions
Ensure the risk of exposure of actual or potential Acid Sulfate Soils is considered for all
developments and apply conditions for further investigation and remediation if required
Provide copies of ‘Grow Local Plants’ and ‘Maintaining and caring for your street
verge’ brochures to unit development applicants to encourage the establishment of
local, native plants.
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Indicators (Corporate Philosophy):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certification to ISO 14001 achieved? (Y/N)
Annual internal and external audits of EMS conducted? (Y/N)
Number of articles published in Team Brief annually
.
Percentage of staff using TravelSmart modes to commute to and from work
Percentage of Councillors using TravelSmart modes to commute to and from Council
meetings
Number of business trips undertaken by staff using TravelSmart modes
Number of breaches of environmental legislation or permits/ approvals
Waterwise Council Program Accreditation retained? (Y/N)
Green Stamp certification maintained? (Y/N)
% compliance in annual check against commitments with:
o MoU- Waterwise Council Program
o WA Local Govt Climate Change Declaration
o Fishing Line Bin MoU

Indicators (Land Use Planning and Development Control):
•

Number of Development Applications referred to Environment Section for comment or
including relevant conditions/ footnotes

•

Number of unit development applicants provided with ‘Grow Local Plants’ and ‘Maintaining
and caring for your street verge’ brochures.
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2018/19

2018/19

2017/18 and
annually

2020/21

Coordinator
Environment

CoordinatorEnvironment

Coordinator
Environment

Manager- Planning
Services

At time of next review of Policy NB1
Environmental Purchasing, investigate
additional provisions to support reduction
in single use disposable plastics and make
reference to consideration of the life cycle
impacts of procurement.

Contribute towards review of the City’s
Local Planning Scheme, particularly the
Environmental Strategy Supporting
Document and consider relevance of
inclusion of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

Consider the outcomes of WALGA’s
review of Sustainable Procurement in the
WA Local Government Sector, in annual
review of the City of Belmont
Environmental Purchasing Policy.

Incorporate environmental sustainability
initiatives into the Structure Plan and
Design Guidelines for DA6, as outlined in
the DA6 Vision Plan and Implementation
Strategy.

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.2
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2018/19

Manager Parks &
Environment

Develop guidelines and assist and
encourage applicants for developments to
establish verge landscaping that supports
environmental outcomes and other
community benefits.

1.1

Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Action

New Actions

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Updates on subsequent release of
tools and resources by WALGA noted
in Attachment to Standing Committee
(Environmental).
Initiatives incorporated into the
Structure Plan and Design
Guidelines.

Outcomes of consideration presented
to Standing Committee
(Environmental) .

Amended Environmental Strategy –
LPS Supporting Document
developed. Outcomes of
consideration of SDGs noted in
Attachment to Standing Committee
(Environmental).

Outcomes noted in attachment to
Standing Committee (Environmental).

Guidelines developed and published
on City of Belmont website.

Estimated Budget Measurable outcome
Cost
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Promote the environmental sustainability
initiatives of the DA6 Vision Plan and
Implementation Strategy to government
agencies and potential developers.

Advocate for environmental best practice
and innovation in all new buildings and the
entire precinct of DA6.

1.6

1.7

Action

2020/21

Manager- Planning
Services
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2020/21

Manager- Planning
Services

CoordinatorEnvironment

Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Officer time

Officer time

Advocacy undertaken.

Initiatives promoted to agencies and
developers.

Estimated Budget Measurable outcome
Cost
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2.

COMMUNITY AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT AND BEHAVIOUR CHANGE
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”
The ability to influence the residential and
business community is recognised as a significant
strength of Local Government in achieving
positive environmental outcomes.
The City
follows the principles of community-based social
marketing to achieve behaviour change in the
areas
of
environmental
protection
and
sustainability. Of key concern for the future is the
anticipated increase in demand for water, energy,
waste and transport associated with a growing
population. The impact of activities of the
community on water quality of the Swan River,
drainage network and groundwater are also
important considerations.

The City engages with the wider Belmont residential and business community to promote
and encourage involvement in environmental programmes, sustainable behaviour change
and minimise the risk of pollution incidence. It is hoped that this engagement will increase
the level of community appreciation for natural areas, support for environmental projects and
involvement in biodiversity protection and enhancement activities.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving our community awareness, engagement and behaviour change objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Improve environmental practices of small - medium sized enterprises through the
Business Environmental Assessment Project
Undertake targeted environmental assessments of businesses located within
catchment areas contributing towards high nutrient/non-nutrient contaminant levels
identified through the City’s Stormwater Monitoring Programme
Work with the EMRC and waste service provider to develop new methods of reducing
waste to landfill
Provide a service for community disposal of asbestos, whitegoods, car batteries, motor
oil, plate glass, mattresses/bed bases and other specified waste at the Operations
Centre on designated days
Provide collection facilities for the EMRC dry cell battery and light globe recycling,
Cartridges 4 Planet Ark and MobileMuster recycling
Work with Perth Region NRM, SERCUL and other relevant authorities to implement
the Canning Plain Catchment Management Plan
Continue partnerships with SERCUL, Perth Airport and environmental volunteers,
including ongoing attendance at relevant meetings
Implement the City of Belmont Sustainable TransportPlan to encourage active
transport, car pooling and public transport by residents, workers and visitors to, from,
and within the City, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with
transport
Nominate local businesses demonstrating significant environmental achievements for
recognition through Switch your thinking’s Switched on Business program and the
EMRC’s Business Exemplar Project.
Promote the Responsible Cafes Program and encourage local cafes to join and
provide a discount to customers who bring their own reusable takeaway cup
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•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Promote observance dates such as International Day of Forests, World Water Day,
Earth Hour, World Environment Day, Plastic Free July and National Recycling Week
Participate in the ‘Switch your thinking’ programme that aims to inspire sustainable
action in the local community; through facilitation of events, provision of up to date and
locally relevant information and a “Rewards for Residents and Businesses” discount
program on sustainable products and services
Encourage residents to adopt fertilise-wise and waterwise gardening practices by
organising garden demonstrations and workshops, offering compost bins and worm
farms at cost price and providing information at community events
Organise environmental events/ activities including for schools and community groups
to promote values of the natural environment and increase volunteer involvement in
natural areas
Encourage water and energy efficiency of residents and businesses through
community information sessionsParticipate in the EMRC’s Regional Waste Education
Steering Group and promote engagement opportunities available through the City’s
waste service provider and EMRC to schools, community groups and residents
Provide information and facilities to assist the community to reduce, re-use and recycle
Encourage participation in Planet Ark’s Clean Up Australia Day, Plastic Free July and
Keep Australia Beautiful’s Adopt a Spot Program.
Encourage attendees of City events to bring their own reusable coffee cup, drink bottle
and shopping bags and consider TravelSmart options.Erect information signage in
areas of environmental significance to raise awareness and promote community
appreciation of the local environment
Provide regular updates in the City’s newsletters; BeNews, Belmont Business Talk and
Belmont Bulletin to promote environmental and sustainability programmes, initiatives,
activities and events
Develop and upgrade environmental education material aimed at the community
including fact sheets and the City of Belmont website
Encourage schools to participate in the Water Corporation’s Waterwise Schools
program.

Indicators:
•

Number of assessments completed as part of the Business Environmental Assessment
Project

•

% compliance of businesses assessed as part of the Business Environmental Assessment
Project

•

Annual tonnages of green waste recycled(bulk bins)

•

Annual tonnages of asbestos, oil (volumes), metals &vehicle batteries, collected for correct
disposal/ recycling

•

Annual tonnages recycled domestic waste

•

Number of participants in business / community workshops and seminars

•

Number of environmental volunteer hours

•

Number of greywater systems and rainwater tanks (> 5000L capacity) approved within the City
of Belmont annually

•

Number of 5 green star or above buildings in City of Belmont rated through National
Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) or Green Building Council of Australia

•

Annual residential Scheme water consumption per capita.
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Develop updated verge guidelines that promote
establishment of Waterwise and Fertilise Wise
verges with ecological values, for release upon
gazettal of the revised City of Belmont Local Law.

Provide information to assist local businesses and
residents to adapt following introduction of the
Plastic Bag ban, and promote further reduction of
single use disposable plastics.

Participate in EMRC’s Bush Skills 4 Youth Program.

2.1

2.2

2.3

Action

New Actions

2018/19

2018/19

2018/19 and
ongoing

Parks Technical
Officer

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Thereafter $7,000
(plus CPI) per
annum

$3500 (2018/19)

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Signage design competition
organised for Belmont
schools in 2018/19 and a
minimum of two workshops/
activities held annually.

Articles published in City’s
newsletters and information
provided on City of Belmont
website.

Guidelines developed and
published on City of Belmont
website.

Measurable outcome
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3.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND BIODIVERSITY
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”

The City of Belmont covers an area of 4000 ha, of which approximately 10% natural
vegetation remains. The majority of this is part of the 629 hectare Bush Forever Site 386‘Perth Airport and surrounding bushland’, which also extends into the City of Swan and Shire
of Kalamunda. As Perth Airport is governed by Federal planning and environmental
legislation, Bush Forever (a State planning initiative) while considered does not necessarily
apply. Perth Airport Pty Ltd’s commitments towards biodiversity are outlined in the Perth
Airport Master Plan 2014; Chapter 9. Environment Strategy. 21 ha of Swan River saltmarsh
is protected as a Bush Forever site 313 at Ascot Waters and 70 hectares is considered
locally significant remnant vegetation.
The State Government’s Draft Perth and
Peel Green Growth Plan for 3.5 million, once
finalised and South Coastal Plain- South
Management Plan (Department of Parks &
Wildlife, 2016) are key regional plans with
the potential to have some impact on the
natural environment and biodiversity within
the City. Due to the highly urbanised nature
of the City and absence of reserves vested in
the Conservation Commission, the impact of
these plans is not as significant as for less
developed municipalities.
The City contains areas of Banksia woodland, which is classified as a Threatened Ecological
Community under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
Locally significant remnant vegetation is scattered throughout the City in small (<5 ha)
isolated fragments in public open space reserves zoned Parks and Recreation, such as
Garvey Park, Signal Hill, Tomato Lake, Dod Reserve and some wetland compensating
basins. The Swan River foreshore is a significant biodiversity corridor within Belmont.
Many drainage reserves have been
zoned as ‘Parks & Recreation’ with an
ancillary drainage purpose. Through
licensing arrangements with the Water
Corporation, the City has taken over
management of various drainage
reserves and stormwater compensating
basins and undertaken ecological
restoration to enhance biodiversity
values throughout the City. Some
examples include the Coolgardie living
stream project at Garvey Park and
stormwater basins at Tomato Lake and
Centenary Park.
The City will endeavour to continue to rehabilitate pockets of remnant bushland that have
been reserved and restore ecological and biodiversity values to the Swan River foreshore,
wetlands and compensating basins under its management. For a map showing natural areas
maintained by the City please refer to Appendix 2.
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Our partnership with SERCUL and our reliance on our valued volunteers will continue to
ensure that natural resource management projects and restoration works continue on the
ground.
Whilst Airport land is beyond local government control, the City will continue to work closely
with Perth Airport Pty Ltd to encourage that any future land use planning is not undertaken to
the detriment of significant natural features. The City of Belmont is a member of the Airport
Consultative Environment and Sustainability (ACES) Group, which meets quarterly to
discuss environmental management of the Perth Airport Estate and inform and discuss
relevant updates on Perth Airport developments.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving natural environment and biodiversity objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Progress the objectives and key actions of the Urban Forest Strategy and Canopy
Plan
Apply Detailed Tree Selection for planting of verges located adjacent environmentally
sensitive areas such as bushland, drainage basins and river foreshore
Ensure use and management of the Belmont foreshore and development interface
with the Parks and Recreation reserve is consistent with the adopted Belmont
Foreshore Precinct Plan
Minimise occurrence and severity of algal bloom outbreaks in major water bodies by
reducing nutrient availability and nutrient inputs, ensuring aerators are operational and
increasing opportunity for natural nutrient uptake or absorption
Implement management actions for natural areas, as per the Environmental
Maintenance Plan, schedules and reserve management plans
Implement revegetation and foreshore restoration activities to protect, enhance and
expand existing natural areas
Support ‘Friends Of’ Groups of natural areas by providing equipment, advice and
additional resources, as appropriate
Conduct periodic reassessment of reserves using the Natural Area Assessment
Template to monitor condition
Implement the Collective Local Biodiversity Strategy, developed in partnership with the
Town of Bassendean and City of Bayswater
Work with the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions in
implementing the ‘River Protection Strategy’ for the Swan and Canning River System
Undertake an annual foreshore condition assessment to determine progression of
erosion and identify priority areas for future stabilisation and environmental restoration
activities
Consult with the City’s Aboriginal Reference Committee, South West Aboriginal Land
and Sea Council and Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage on foreshore
projects involving registered Aboriginal Heritage sites
Contribute towards development of a coordinated foreshore trails network through
involvement in the Swan Canning Riverpark Trails Master Plan
Apply for grant funding to facilitate implementation of environmental capital works and
other activities
Advocate for funding opportunities for the effective management of erosion along the
Swan River foreshore.
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Indicators:
•
•
•

% canopy coverage
Number of trees protected through Tree Protection/ Preservation Orders and the Municipal
Heritage Inventory
Extent of river foreshore vested in City of Belmont, rated as a “high” priority for stabilisation
in annual assessment

•

Length of foreshore protected

•

Hectares of natural areas maintained

•

m2 of new biodiversity areas created

•
•

Number of tubestock planted annually
Number of sedges planted annually.
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Implement foreshore stabilisation works
at Garvey Park, Ascot Racecourse
foreshore and other priority sites for
erosion control.

Undertake biological surveys (fauna
and/or macroinvertebrates) of
restoration sites to monitor changes in
local ecology.

Undertake updated flora surveys of key
natural areas to monitor changes and
plan for future restoration.

Implement recommendations of the
“Assessment of Visual Amenity Options
for Compensating Basins” report.

Progress the high priority actions of the
Belmont Foreshore Precinct Plan.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Action

New Actions

Subject to sourcing
of external funding

2017/18 – 2020/21

2017/18- 2018/19

2016/17 and ongoing

2017/18 -2020/21

Coordinator
Environment

Supervisor
Environment

Supervisor
Environment

Manager- Parks &
Environment
Coordinator
Environment
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Costs captured in
Corporate Business
Plan.

Within existing
budgets

Officer time

Officer time

Subject to sourcing
of external funding

Estimated
Budget Cost

Progress made on feasibility
investigation for foreshore “missing
links” and appropriate vesting/
amalgamation of foreshore lots.

Surveys undertaken at five
locations; Swan River Foreshore
(Sections 1 to 7), Garvey Park,
Tomato Lake, Dod Reserve and
Signal Hill bushland.
Recommendations prioritised
annually, with works implemented
subject to budget availability.

Monitoring plans developed and
surveys undertaken.

Foreshore erosion sites prioritised
annually, with stabilisation works
implemented subject to funding
availability.

Measurable outcome
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Develop an Urban Forest Policy to
reinforce and support the objectives of
the City’s Urban Forest Strategy and
the Canopy Plan currently under
development.

At time of next review of Policy BB3Streetscape Policy, consider inclusion
of reference to street tree planting
(compulsory) and investigate and
establish a local law (head of power) to
enable financial penalties for removal
or damage to street trees.

3.6

3.7

Action
2018/19

2020/21

Manager- Parks &
Environment

Manager Parks &
Environment
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Recommendations developed for
consideration by Standing
Committee (Environmental).

Recommendations developed for
consideration by Standing
Committee (Environmental).

Measurable outcome
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4.

PREVENTION OF POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 1:
“Protect and enhance our natural environment”

Water Quality
The City is involved in monitoring and protection of water quality of groundwater, lakes,
wetlands and the Swan and Canning River systems.
There are five main stormwater
catchments within the City of Belmont
(see Appendix 3 for a map of the
stormwater systems). Mills St Drain in
Kewdale is part of the larger Canning
Plains catchment, which flows south-east
to the Canning River. The remaining
catchments; Perth Airport North and
South, Central Belmont and South
Belmont Main Drains all flow north-west
into the Swan River. The City also
manages smaller, local stormwater
systems; of particular note are the Ascot
stables catchments. The majority of the
Perth Airport catchments are managed by
Perth Airport Pty Ltd.
South Belmont Main Drain and Mills St Drain have been identified as priority catchments for
nutrient reduction under the Swan Canning Water Quality Improvement Plan.
The City’s stormwater drainage systems consist of numerous compensating basins and
wetlands, some of which are maintained by the City with stormwater used for irrigation.
Many of these are developed as passive recreation reserves, with capability for nutrient
retention and stripping by macrophytes and other fringing vegetation.
The areas monitored by City of Belmont for stormwater quality are outlined in the Belmont
Stormwater Monitoring – Sampling and Analysis Plan, which is reviewed every two years
The Ascot Stables area has been monitored since 1999 and South Belmont Main Drain
since 2001. The City commenced regular monitoring at Ascot Racecourse lakes and Central
Belmont Main Drain in 2005 and the Canning Plains catchment in 2016.

Air Quality
Air quality continues to be a key environmental concern for the community, with the potential
to affect human health and the environment. Perth experiences occasional episodes of poor
air quality, primarily photochemical smog in summer and particle haze in winter. Major
sources of pollution are motor vehicles and aircraft, domestic sources (principally wood
heaters), industry and fire hazard reduction burns.
The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation is the responsible authority for the
management of air quality in Western Australia, implementing an extensive Air Quality
Management program.
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The City’s role in protection of air quality involves responding to complaints regarding dust,
visible smoke and odour, implementation of measures through land use planning and
development control process and consideration of air quality in purchase of vehicle fleet and
plant.

Noise
Obtrusive and unwanted noise is as much a consequence of urban life as noise generated
through poorly planned and ill-considered land use. The majority of noise complaints the City
receives relates to situations, such as amplified music on residential properties, early
morning construction noise with occasional complaints generated by industrial land uses.
The City’s Environmental Health Officers administer the Environmental Protection (Noise)
Regulations 1997, which aims to protect the community from unnecessary noise while letting
others carry out their business and social activities. It is also the City’s responsibility to
assess the likely impact of noise through the Local Planning Scheme and development
approval process.
Aircraft noise is a matter largely out of the City’s control, as the Perth Airport is subject to
Federal legislation through the Airports Act 1996. However, issues relating to noise and the
future development of the airport are of major concern to the City which is actively involved
in the operations of the Perth Airport Municipalities Group (PAMG) and the Australian
Mayoral Aviation Council (AMAC).
Through these bodies the City seeks to influence the long term planning and development of
the Airport with a view to reducing the impact of aircraft noise on the community.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving objectives relating to prevention of pollution and environmental
degradation:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Respond to issues of littering and illegal dumping
Respond to water quality issues such as
unauthorised discharges, disposal of liquid waste
and erosion/sedimentation, utilising the Dust and
Liquid Waste Local Law 2007, Environmental
Protection
(Unauthorised
Discharges)
Regulations 2004, Litter Act 1979, and Health
Local Law 2002
Respond to noise and air quality issues such as
dust, odour and visible smoke, utilising the Dust
and Liquid Waste Local Law 2007, Environmental
Protection
(Unauthorised
Discharges)
Regulations 2004, Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997 and Health Local Law
2002
Ensure environmental incidents arising from City
operations are reported and (if warranted),
investigated
Manage environmental risks associated with City
operations in RMSS
Executive Leadership Team to review all
significant
environmental
aspects
(those
associated with a high or extreme residual risk
rating)
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•

Ensure adequate Erosion and Sediment Control and assessment of Acid Sulfate Soils
risk is undertaken for City construction works
Prevent removal and/or damage to street trees when conducting City construction
works through modification of design, and use of air spading
Work with the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions through
the Drainage and Nutrient Intervention Program and Water Corporation through
the Drains for Liveability program to retrofit drainage systems and sumps within
the City
Conduct leaf tissue analysis prior to fertilising of active reserves, and use slow release,
phosphorus free fertilisers near waterways
Ensure only slow release fertiliser is used within 15 metres of waterways
Conduct analysis of nutrient concentrations in leachate from lysimeters installed within
Public Open Space locations
Limit use of herbicides near waterways to those recommended as safe for frogs and
aquatic life
Conduct an annual audit of the Operations Centre to ensure compliance with the
Environmental Protection (Unauthorised Discharges) Regulations 2004 and
Controlled Waste Regulations 2004
As per Sampling and Analysis Plan, implement regular stormwater monitoring of
nutrient and non-nutrient contaminants with submittal of results to the Department of
Water’s Water Information Network and quarterly summary reports to internal
stakeholders
Install Stormwater Pollutant Traps at strategic locations to improve quality of water
entering the Swan River, and ensure regular cleaning/eduction
Schedule installation of street trees in new developments to occur after building
construction has been completed, to avoid issues with removal/damage.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of noise & air quality issues addressed enforcement of relevant Regulations and
Local Laws
Number of water quality issues addressed/ enforcement of local laws/ Environmental
Protection (Unauthorised Discharges) Regulations 2004
Number of annual stormwater monitoring events
Number of Stormwater Pollutant Traps installed
m 2 of buffer zones created
Number of trees retained as a result of air spading
% actions or environmental risks in RMSS overdue for review
% of significant environmental aspects reviewed by Executive Leadership Team.
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Undertake major report on results of
stormwater monitoring of nutrient and nonnutrient contaminants and review the
Sampling and Analysis Plan.

Review turf management activities within 50m
of wetlands (including mowing, irrigation and
application of fertiliser, wetting agents and soil
amendments), against environmental best
practice.

Develop a Nutrient Awareness Campaign for
the Ascot Stables stormwater catchment, with
an aim to improve water quality through
further education, awareness and
enforcement of local laws

4.1

4.2

4.3

Action

New Actions

Every 2 years
(2017/18 &
2019/20)
2018/19

2017/18 and
ongoing

Environmental
Officer

Environmental
Officer Light
Industry

Environmental
Officer
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Officer time

Officer time

Officer time

Estimated
Budget Cost

Outcomes noted in Attachment to
Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Recommendations developed with
outcome noted in Attachment to
Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Report completed and updated
Sampling and Analysis Plan
produced.

Measurable outcome
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5.

RESOURCE USE, WASTE AND CARBON EMISSIONS

RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 2:
“Enhance the City’s environmental sustainability through the efficient use of natural
resources and minimise the City’s carbon footprint”
Resource use, waste generation and carbon emissions are associated with several aspects
of City operations.
These include buildings occupied by City staff; such as the Civic Centre, Harman Park
Community Centre, Library, Museum and Operations Centre, community buildings available
for casual and/or seasonal hire, premises leased to commercial or community entities and
facilities managed by a contract/ tender or other arrangement.
In addition to buildings and facilities, resource use is associated with Public Open Space
(primarily for irrigation), fuel consumption by vehicle fleet and plant, street lighting and
auxiliary lighting.

In 2016 the City commenced subscription to Planet Footprint monitoring software, to assist
in managing energy and Scheme water consumption. The majority of water for irrigation is
sourced from groundwater or stormwater, with a superficial groundwater licence allocation of
7500 kL per hectare of Public Open Space, per year.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following additional activities and projects to
progress towards achieving resource use objectives:
•
•

Request information from contracted Council facilities (Belmont Oasis and Faulkner
Retirement Village) and Independent Living Units on energy and water consumption,
and review annual use (per patron/ resident) against accepted benchmarks
At time of scheduled upgrade of City buildings, set benchmarks for environmental
sustainability.

As specified in the Owners Project Requirements document, the following
performance targets have been set for the Faulkner Civic Precinct Community Centre:
•
60% reduction in energy consumption in comparison to BCA Minimum Practice
•
20% renewable energy
•
20% reduction in water consumption over benchmark
•
75% + recycling in operations
•
>90% recycling in construction.
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Energy Management and Carbon
City operations resulting in the generation of
carbon emissions include energy use
associated with buildings, streetlights, auxiliary
lighting and parks (pumps, lighting and BBQs),
emissions from vehicle fleet and plant, as well
as the breakdown of waste resulting in methane
generation.
Previously the City of Belmont has been
involved in the International Council for Local
Environmental Initiatives’ (ICLEI) Cities for
Climate Protection (CCP) Program, having
achieved Milestones 1-5. With dissolution of
Solar pool heating system on the roof of
this program in 2009, the City commenced
Belmont Oasis Leisure Centre
participation in the EMRC’s ACER (Achieving
Carbon Emissions Reduction) program to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions. Under the ACER program, the City joined the WALGA Emissions Reporting
Platform hosted by Greensense Consulting in 2010/11 and participated until its
discontinuation in June 2015.
From 2005 to 2012 the City was involved on an annual basis with the Carbon Neutral
Program to offset carbon dioxide emissions from the City’s light vehicle fleet. From 20122015, designated carbon sequestration planting sites were established as an alternative to
involvement in the Carbon Neutral Program. This was due to new advice regarding the
ineligibility of public land for the lodgement of carbon rights or carbon covenants, and
subsequent inability to refer to Carbon Neutral trees as offsets. This program provided a
great opportunity for City staff to be involved in a corporate tree planting day within the City,
and will continue if suitable planting sites are identified in future.
Current goals for energy efficiency and carbon emission reduction for City managed
buildings/ facilities are to:
•

•

•

Maintain annual energy consumption
per FTE at the Operations Centre to
within 10% of 2015/16 levels until
2021
Reduce
annual
electricity
consumption
at
Harman
Park
Community Centre by 10%, from
2014/15 levels by 2020/21
Reduce the average ‘CO2 tailpipe
emissions rating’ of the City’s light vehicle fleet between 2016 and 2021.

The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following additional activities and projects to
progress towards achieving energy management and carbon objectives.
•
•
•

Consider the CO2 tailpipe emissions (g/km) as per the Green Vehicle Guide when
selecting replacement vehicles for the operational and light vehicle fleet
Consider environmental benefits of electric vehicles and potential incorporation into the
light vehicle fleet
Include “whole of life” fuel use as a tender criterion for new plant purchased, based on
fuel efficiency (L/hr) and expected lifetime operating hours
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•

Conduct an annual re-inventory of carbon emissions, for sites/ facilities operated by
the City
Investigate new energy efficient technology when replacing assets such as street and
civic lighting, internal lighting, HVAC systems and pumps
Purchase 25% renewable energy or equivalent in “Gold standard” carbon offsets
certified under the National Carbon Offset Standard, for the City’s contestable
electricity consuming sites and to fully offset the City’s light vehicle fleet emissions
Reinvest the equivalent value of purchasing 25% renewable energy for these sites (the
“energy fund”) based on Synergy’s Natural Power rate, into renewable power
generation or energy efficiency upgrades
Participate in the ACER (Achieving Carbon Emissions Reduction) program being
coordinated by the EMRC
Monitor performance of solar PV systems installed on City buildings
All new carpark lighting to consist of energy efficient technology
Upgrade sports field lighting to energy efficient alternatives at the time of facility
upgrade.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indicators:
•

Annual Corporate carbon emissions (CO2e)

•

Number of energy efficiency retrofits of City facilities implemented

•

Annual energy (electricity & gas) consumption at City managed sites and facilities

•

Average ‘CO2 tailpipe emissions rating’ rating of vehicle fleets as per the Green Vehicle
Guide

•

Annual energy consumption per FTE (Civic Centre) at the Administration Building account

•

Annual energy consumption per FTE at the Operations Centre

•

Total size of solar PV systems installed on City buildings

•

Total annual electricity generated by solar PV systems installed on City buildings.

Water Efficiency
The City seeks to improve water efficiency in both scheme water and groundwater
consumption. This primarily occurs through the City’s involvement in the Water Corporation
and Department of Water’s Waterwise Council Program and the implementation of
operational documents such as the Groundwater Licence Operating Strategy and Water
Efficiency Action Plan.
In 2011 the City was recognised as a Waterwise Council, an accolade that identifies the City
as having implemented best practice water management strategies with an ongoing
commitment to water efficiency. As per the Waterwise Council Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU), to which the City is a signatory, the City still remains committed to
maintaining its accreditation into the future. To achieve annual re-endorsement, the City is
required to meet a range of criteria as outlined in the MoU.
Historically, the City has been involved with the International Council for Local Environmental
Initiatives (ICLEI) Water Campaign Program. Since joining the Water Campaign in 2004, the
City progressed through the milestones which included:
•
•
•
•
•

Milestone 1: completion of an inventory of water consumption and a water quality
practices gap analysis
Milestone 2: setting goals to improve water management
Milestone 3: development of a Local Action Plan
Milestone 4: implementation of the Local Action Plan
Milestone 5: completion of a second inventory and reporting on progress.
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Upon completing Milestone 5 in 2010, the City continued to undertake an annual reinventory of Scheme water consumption, with assistance from the Eastern Metropolitan
Regional Council (EMRC), demonstrating continued commitment towards improved water
management.
The City’s success in meeting previous water consumption goals is summarised below.
Associated program
Milestone 2 of Water
Campaign

Environment
2010-2016

Plan

Goal
45% reduction in Corporate Scheme water
consumption from 1999-00 levels by 2010-11
30% reduction in Community Water Consumption
per residential property from 2000-01 levels by
2009-10
Maintain Corporate scheme water consumption at
or below 2009-10 levels by 2014-15
Maintain residential water consumption at or
below 125 kL per capita by 2014-15
Manage groundwater abstraction to remain within
the City’s total licensed allocation for the duration
of the licence.

Results
41.1% reduction
Residential usage (per
property) decreased by
21%
Increased by 4%
Met ( 89kL per capita)
Met

Current goals for water efficiency set in the Water Efficiency Action Plan 2016-2021
are to:
•
Maintain corporate scheme water use to within 10% of 2014/15 levels (72,878 kL)
by 2021
•
Promote through City events the efficient use of water and for its residents to
maintain water consumption below 125 kL per person.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following additional activities and projects to
progress towards achieving water efficiency and water conservation objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Irrigate public open spaces (active and passive recreational reserves, streetscapes
and gardens)with groundwater or, where practicable, stormwater
Hold regular meetings of Groundwater Use Strategic and Operational Teams to
manage the use of the City’s groundwater resources, utilising the Groundwater Use
Management (GUM) Software package
Where appropriate, reduce turf water requirements through the modification of fertiliser
applications, the application of wetting agents and the trialling of soil amendments
Contribute to the UWA Turf Research Projects, including ‘Application of soil
amendments to maintain turf quality on sandy soils under reduced irrigation’
Upgrade irrigation systems incorporating hydrozones, as per Asset Management
Plans, taking into account future demand for turf due to increases in population density
Create passive reserves and landscaped areas with low water requirement plant
species
Conduct an annual water reinventory for
scheme water consumption in City
buildings and facilities and investigate
changes in annual water use of >15% for
each facility
Investigate and invest in new technologies
that assists in gaining maximum
efficiencies in groundwater management.
Investigate new water efficient technology
when replacing existing assets such as
cisterns and taps.
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Waste Reduction
Waste management is an important consideration, with an
anticipated growing population within the City of Belmont. The
amount of space available for landfill is limited, and waste
produces methane, a greenhouse gas, when breaking down. In
addition, valuable resources can be lost in the disposal of waste
to landfill, increasing demand on natural resources.

The City of Belmont promotes the 4Rs of waste management; Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and
Recover to the community and internally to City staff.
•
•
•
•

REDUCE is to limit the amount of waste you create in the first place. This includes
buying products with less packaging
REUSE means to use something again that you would normally throw away (eg. Glass
jar for food or plastic bags for bin liners.)
RECYCLE means the product goes through a mechanical process to change its form.
This is only recommended when reducing and reusing are not possible
RECOVER is to convert waste into resources (such as electricity, heat, compost and
fuel) through thermal and biological means. Resource Recovery occurs after reduce,
reuse and recycle has been attempted.

The City’s current goals for waste reduction are to:
•

Reduce the percentage of recyclable material and quantity (by weight and
volume) of single use disposable plastics in the Civic Centre general waste
(landfill) at the time of the annual audit in comparison to previous audit
resultsMinimise sheets of paper printed annually (calendar year) for Councillor
communications below 2016 figures.

The City of Belmont is currently involved in the following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving waste minimisation objectives:
•
•
•

Recycle waste materials including organic waste,
mobile phones, ink cartridges, paper, cardboard,
fluorescent lights, batteries, roadbase and scrap metal
Use the City’s street tree prunings as mulch for
landscaping and environmental restoration projects
Provide information and facilities to assist staff to
reduce, re-use and recycle
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•

Specify requirements for waste minimisation and recycling in Terms and Conditions for
food vendors at City events
Conduct annual audit of general waste at Civic Centre to monitor recyclable material
and single use disposable plastics being disposed to landfill.

•

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual tonnages of waste to landfill, recyclables and green waste from the City’s Operations
Centre
Quantity of office paper purchased annually
% recyclable material in Civic Centre general waste at time of audit
Weight and volume of single use disposable plastics in Civic Centre general waste at time of
audit
Annual kg of mobile phones, ink cartridges, domestic batteries & fluorescent light tubes
recycled at Civic Centre
Sheets of paper printed annually (calendar year) for Councillor communications.
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Utilise the “energy fund” to install solar PV
systems on City buildings, as per
recommendations of the business case
developed.

5.3

5.5

Develop a Waste Minimisation Plan for the
Faulkner Civic Precinct, including the Civic
Centre, Ruth Faulkner Public Library,
Functions Centre and new Community
Centre.

Achieve a 5 Star Green Star rating (Design
and As Built) for the new Faulkner Civic
Precinct Community Centre.

Implement a commitment pledge/
Memorandum of Understanding with one
lessee of a City owned building/ facility,
regarding environmental sustainability
initiatives.

5.2

5.4

Actively monitor and manage energy and
water consumption of City operated
facilities through use of Planet Footprint,
and review annual use in comparison to
benchmarks (per FTE / per booking hour/
2
per m floor area).

5.1

Action

New Actions

2017/18 and
ongoing

Coordinator Environment

Manager Health and
Community Safety
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Manager Property &
Economic Development

Manager- Building
Services

Coordinator Environment

Manager Building
Services
Manager- Building
Services

CoordinatorEnvironment

Coordinator Property &
Economic Development

2016/17 and
ongoing

Coordinator Environment

Officer time

$900,000 (Costs
captured in existing
budgets)

2020/21

2019/20

Approximately
$20,000 per annum
(Costs captured in
existing budgets).

2016/17 and
2020/21

Officer time

Costs captured in
Corporate Business
Plan

Timeframe for
Estimated
implementation Budget Cost

Responsible Officer

Solar PV system installed at
Belmont Sports and Recreation
Centre in 2016/17 and future
facility (dependent on business
case) in 2020/21.
Rating met following
construction, and following 12
month occupancy of building
(early 2021).
Waste Minimisation Plan
developed prior to opening of
Faulkner Civic Precinct
Community Centre estimated
to be early 2020.

Outcomes noted in Attachment
to Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Annual review conducted
based on financial year and
results presented at Standing
Committee (Environmental)
meeting.

Measurable outcome
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5.8

5.7

Implement actions and submit for Gold
Standard Waterwise Council recognition

Develop an Environmental Sustainability
events checklist to assist City staff when
planning and delivering events on behalf of
the City
Environmental Officer
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Coordinator Environment

Coordinator Environment

5.6

Consider relevance and benefits of
evaluating the City against sustainability
frameworks such as the CRC for Water
Sensitive Cities Index

Responsible Officer

Action

2020/21

2018/19

2018/19

Officer time

Officer time

Cost depended on
framework
recommended

Timeframe for
Estimated
implementation Budget Cost

Actions required to achieve
Gold Standard implemented
and application submitted in
October 2020

Checklist developed in
consultation with relevant staff
and uploaded on BelNet

Outcomes noted in Attachment
to Standing Committee
(Environmental) meeting.

Measurable outcome
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6.

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
RELATES TO
Strategic Community Plan Natural Belmont Objective Number 3:
“Ensure future resilience to a changing climate”
Human-induced climate change is recognised as
a key environmental issue facing the City of
Belmont now and into the future, with Council a
signatory to the WALGA Local Government
Climate Change Declaration. Scientific modelling
indicates that the south west of Western
Australia, including the City of Belmont will
continue to be hard hit by forecast reductions in
rainfall, increased temperatures and further
reductions in surface and groundwater
resources.

To respond to the predicted impacts of climate
change, the City is working with the EMRC to
implement regional and local ‘Future Proofing’
Climate Change Adaptation Action Plans.
Implementation of these plans will ensure that
the City is well positioned to respond to the
predicted impacts of climate change.
The City of Belmont is currently involved in the
following activities and projects to progress
toward achieving our climate change adaptation
objectives:
•

Participate in the Future Proofing program
being coordinated by the EMRC
Implement the City of Belmont Local
Climate Change Adaptation Plan
Manage climate change risks in RMSS
Executive Leadership Team to review all
climate change risks with a “high” or
“extreme” residual risk rating.

•
•
•

Indicators:
•
•

% actions or climate change risks in RMSS overdue for review
% climate change risks with high or extreme residual risk rating reviewed by Executive
Leadership Team.
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Participate in the EMRC’s
“Understanding and Managing Flood
Risk in Perth's Eastern Region”
projectStage 4: Flood Intelligence and
Adaptation Planning.

Review the Local Climate Change
Adaptation Action Plan.

Consider WALGA’s revised Climate
Change Policy Statement in annual
review of the Council Policy Manual.

Consider WALGA’s Discussion Paper on
Divestment in Fossil Fuels: Opportunities
for Local Governments at time of next
review of Policy BEXB 35 Investment of
Funds.

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

Action

New Actions

2018/19

2018/19

2018/19

2018/19

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment

Coordinator
Environment
Coordinator
Environment in
consultation with
Manager Finance
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Timeframe for
implementation

Responsible
Officer

Officer Time

Officer time

Officer time

Costs captured in
Corporate Business
Plan.

Estimated Budget
Cost

Outcome of consideration noted in
Attachment to Standing Committee
(Environment)

Revised Plan published on BelNet.
Outcome of consideration noted in
Attachment to Standing Committee
(Environment)

Overall risks associated with climate
change reviewed and any new risks
added to RMSS.

Project updates reviewed and
relevant officers involved in
development of Adaptation
Strategies.

Measurable outcome
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Standing Committee (Environmental)
19 March 2018

Attachments

Standing Committee
(Environmental)
Item 11.1 refers

Attachment 6
Revised Environment and
Sustainability Policy
(Council Policy NB3)
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NB3

ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
Policy Objective
The City of Belmont will maintain an effective Environmental Management System
that incorporates a continuous improvement philosophy in order to protect and
enhance the natural environment.
While focusing on City operations, the City will also engage with the wider Belmont
residential and business community to promote and encourage involvement in
environmental programmes, sustainable behaviour change and minimise risk of
pollution incidence.
The Environmental Management System shall continue to be integrated into the
culture of our organisation and commitment will be demonstrated through effective
leadership and communication to staff and those working under the City’s control.

Policy Statement
The City of Belmont is committed to:
i.

Undertake continual improvement of the Environmental Management System
in order to enhance environmental performance of City operations.

ii.

Protection and enhancement of the natural environment and biodiversity
values within the built environment, including remnant bushland, wetlands,
river foreshore and waterways.

iii.

Prevention of pollution to air, land or water, or damage to flora or fauna,
minimising harm and degradation to the natural environment.

iv.

Efficient use of energy, water, paper and other resources, reducing waste
generated and implementing renewable energy technologies to minimise the
City’s corporate carbon footprint.

v.

Considering life cycle impacts and minimising single use disposable plastics.

vi.

Planning for and implementing measures to ‘future proof’ City operations
against the predicted impacts of climate change.

vii.

Compliance with relevant environmental legislation and other obligations.

Policy Detail
The City of Belmont will
•

Develop, implement and regularly review an organisation-wide Environment
and Sustainability Strategy

•

Set objectives, targets and indicators to monitor environmental performance
and review and report on outcomes
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•

Identify strategic actions to achieve objectives, assigning responsibilities,
timeframes and budget requirements, monitoring progress of implementation

•

Consider environmental implications in project and event management,
procurement, decision-making and development of strategies and plans

•

Ensure the impact of future development on the environment is considered
through land use planning and development control

•

Maintain awareness of current and emerging environmental issues relevant to
the City of Belmont

•

Manage potential environmental impacts associated with City operations
(“environmental” risks) and predicted impacts of climate change (“climate
change” risks) as specified under City of Belmont Policy BEXB34 Risk
Management.

•

Ensure awareness of and communication of environmental legislative
requirements relevant to Department activities to employees.

Responsibilities
The development of the Environmental Management System and this policy is the
responsibility of the Executive Leadership Team. Its implementation is the
responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer. The application of this policy is the
responsibility of all City employees and those working under the City’s control.
Reference/Associated Documents
AS/ NZS ISO 14001- Environmental Management Systems standards
BEXB 21: Occupational Safety and Health
BEXB 34: Risk Management
BEXB 38: Business Improvement Policy
NB 1: Environmental Purchasing Policy
Reference to Internal Procedure
BelNet Related Process Maps and Work Instructions

Definitions
N/A.
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Monitoring, Evaluation and Review
Failure to meet environmental legislative responsibilities and commitments could result in
fines, reporting at a political and possible media level which would negatively affect the City’s
reputation amongst the community and stakeholders. Clearly there are risks to the local
environment and City of Belmont operations if proper procedures are not followed.
The policy will be reviewed annually.

